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I.INTRODUCTION
Americans everywhere are fed up with the toll the drunk
driver exacts from us every year.Billions of dollars
and almost countless human tragedies occur year in and
year out,anditis time to bring this under control.
(Volpe, cited in Johnson, 1982, p.2)
Thisstatementby JohnA.Volpe,headofPresident Reagan's
PresidentialCommission on Drunk Driving,is representative of the
nationalconcernforthedevelopmentofeffectivedrunkdriving
countermeasures.
A lookat the recent 1981 highway statistics shows cause for
action to be taken:
- Traffic accidents arethe major cause of violent death in the
United States.
- Alcohol isinvolved in 50 percent of those fatalities.
- In1980anestimated51,077 peoplediedin motorvehicle
crashes.
- Drunk drivers wereinvolved in 25,000 of those fatalities, in
addition to 750,000 injuries per year.
- As manyas25% ofdriversinnonfatalaccidents hadbeen
drinking prior to the accident.
- Motor vehicle crashes related toalcohol cost American society
1.8 billion a year.(NIAAA, 1981)
In1982, President Reagan, with these alarming facts in hand,
established a 30 member Presidential Commission on Drunk Driving to
combat what he called an "epidemic" of drunk driving on the nation's2
roads.This Commission is expected to play a key leadershiprole in
a broad-based educational campaign toimprove highway safety.This
is the federal government's most recent effort tobring the drunk
driver problem under control.
Clayton Hall, head of the National HighwayTraffic Safety Admin-
istration, urges, however, that the action to solvethe drunk driving
problem requires an integrated effort by all levelsof government and
society.He states:
We must recognize that in a real sense drunkdriving is
first and foremost a local problem not a Federal one.It
has reached national importance because it is asignifi-
cant problemin every community in this nation. The
ultimate responsibility for solving this problem mustbe
accepted at the locallevel, forit is in our cities,
towns,and counties that the primary resources for con-
trolling the drunk driving exist . . .(Hall, cited in
Vejnoska, p.8)
Hallgoeson to say that the developmentand improvement of drunk
driving countermeasures(i.e.action takeninretaliation)in the
various states throughout the country offer promisefor controlof
the present drinking driver population.
According to the National Safety Council(1982)30 states and
theDistrictofColumbiahaveintroducedorenactedlegislation
intended to address the problem of drinking anddriving.Much of the
recent legislation by states has concentrated onmaking it easier for
police to enforce drunk driving laws.In addition, legislation in
somestates,including Oregon,has established rehabilitation pro-
grams for convicted offenders, oftenmandating rehabilitation or edu-
cation for all first offenders.These legislated countermeasures3
seektoeducate people who have beenarrested for driving while
intoxicated not to drive drunk again.Determining the effectiveness
of such educational treatment is vital for these programs' continued
existence.It is Oregon's particular educational countermeasure, the
Diversion Program, that provided the impetus for this study.
Purpose of 'the Study
The purpose of this study was to examine the impact of the Level
I Oregon Diversion Program on clients who had been arrested for drunk
driving. Theseclientsreceived12hoursofinstructionabout
alcohol and its effects on the driving task.
Objectives of the Study
1.To determine whether mandated adult education as prescribed
byOregon'sHouseBill2010 waseffective forpersons
arrested for driving while intoxicated.
2. To determine if there was an effect of the time span used
toteachthe required curriculum onthedifferencesin
pretest and posttest scores.
3. Todetermineiftherewasasignificantrelationship
betweenthegaininknowledgescoresandselected
instructional variables.
4. Todeterminetherecidivismrateforparticipantswho
complete the LevelI program during the year of the study.4
Background Information
The United States began its love affair with the automobile in
1893; less than 10 years later drunk driving was added to a list of
problemsattributable toalcohol. (Cameron,1979) Much concern
about drunk driving has occurred in the 80 years hence.From a 1904
editorial which prophesied:
Inebriates and moderate drinkers are the most incapable
of all persons to drive motor wagons.The. ..diminished
powerofcontrolofboththereasonandsensesare
certain to invite disaster in every attempt to guide such
wagons.(Cited in Cameron, 1979, p.496)
to the formation of the Alcohol Safety Action Project by the federal
government in1970, the United States has experienced a tremendous
growth in the drunk driving problem as evidenced in the current 1981
highway statistics.
Traditional punitive measures have been used unsuccessfully by
courts in an attempt to control drunk driving.Lack of certainty of
punishment has been cited as the probable cause of lack of success.
(Ross,1982)In his review of deterrence measures usedinother
countries,H.Laurence Ross concluded that certainty of punishment
for drinking and driving seems to reduce such behavior; however, in
the long run, this effect wanes.(Ross, 1982)
TheAmericanAutomobile Assn.,aprivatecompany,hasbeen
involved in seeking solutions to the drunk driving problem for two
decades. In1964,the AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety provided5
funding to Columbia University's Teachers College to initiatethe
Safety ResearchandEducationProject. Thisproject focusedon
determining the most effective means of attacking the problem of
drunk driving.In 1966, the AAA working with officials in Phoenix,
Arizona,launchedafullscaleDWI(DrivingWhileIntoxicated)
Counterattack Program to reeducate and rehabilitate persons convicted
of Driving While Intoxicated (DWI),as an alternative to punishment
alone.The DWI school that evolved became the model for widespread
efforts across the nation. (Vejnoska, Staffwriter, AHRW, 1982)
The Federalgovernment hasbeen actively involved in seeking
solutions to the drunk driving problem since the late 1960's.The
passage of the Highway Safety Actof1966 and the Motor Vehicle
Safety Act of 1966 laid the groundwork for the establishment ofthe
Alcohol Safety Action Projects.This marked the real beginning of
U.S. commitment to drunk driving countermeasures.
Rehabilitation countermeasures such as education and treatment
designed to modify drinking behavior are a relatively new concept in
the traffic safety area. (Cameron,1979)Programs such as driver
safety schools, group therapy, and individual psychotherapy have in
some U.S. communities recently replaced orsupplemented the tradi-
tionalpunitive measuresusedby courts whensentencing drinking
drivers.(Malfetti and Simon, 1974)
Animportant distinction is made between countermeasures with
generaldeterrenceandthosewithspecificorindividualdeter-6
rence.General deterrence is aimed at discouraging the driving popu-
lation as a whole from drinking and driving while specific deterrence
isaimedatreducingtherecidivismrateofconvictedtraffic
offenders and reducing auto crashes.(Cameron, 1974; Reed, 1982)
In August 1981, the Oregon Legislature enacted House Bill2010,
which established Oregon's specific deterrence countermeasure.This
Bill created new procedures and penalties governing personsarrested
for Driving Under the Influence of Intoxicants (DUII).Although the
bill addresses the penalties and sanctions for all DUII offenses,the
billalso provides a new option to those individuals who have not
been arrested for a DUII offense within 10 years.This option is
called the Diversion Program.If an offender meets all the criteria
established in the law, then that offender may agree with the court
to be evaluated by an Alcohol and Drug EvaluationSpecialist and to
participateinaneducationand/or treatment program. Successful
completion of the program and compliance with other conditionsof the
diversion agreement willresultinthe charge of DUII being dis-
missed.The legislation provided for program administration through
the Oregon Mental Health Division which is responsible for providing
future legislative bodies with data for justification of itscontinu-
ation.The Mental Health Division has adopted a standardized curric-
ulumtobeusedinall71instructionalcenters. Clientsare
referred for instruction through the following process:7
1. Drivers receive a citation for DUII.
2.Drivers choose to participate in thediversionary program
rather than plead guilty withitsensuing penalties and
rather than pleading not guilty and hiring alawyer.
3.Drivers are examined by a state trainedAlcoholand Drug
Evaluation Specialist.
4. Drivers,basedontheresultsofthisevaluation,are
placed in either Level I or Level II treatment programs.
Level Iprograms are didactic innature.They are not treat-
ment;andare designed to be usedonly for non-problem drinkers.
Clients are required to receive 12 hoursof instruction.The Level
II programs are more intense thanLevelI requiring a minimum of 24
contact hours with each client.This program provides education,
group therapy, and counseling.
The Mental Health Division hasdesigned a comprehensive evalua-
tion design of the Diversion Programin five areas:
1. Effect on the judicial system.
2. Effect on the recidivism rate of offenders.
3. Effect on the client.
4. Cost effectiveness of the program.
5. Performance of Alcohol and Drug EvaluationSpecialists and
DUII diversion treatment providers.(Brownlow, 1982)
Thisspecificcountermeasuredeterrenceprogramhasbeen
mandated by the legislature.Since the nature of this deterrence8
program is largely experimental, this study will focus on ananalysis
of effect two and three:
2. Effect on the recidivism rate of offenders, and
3. Effect on the client.
Rationale for the Study
Despite the rapid growth in federal commitment to reduce drink-
ing driving problems and the recent proliferation of drunk driving
countermeasure programs in various states, knowledge of the impact of
these various countermeasures is very limited.Cameron (1979) points
out that only a small proportion of drinking-driving programs in the
U.S.have ever been subjected to a scientific evaluation of their
effectiveness in reducing the alcohol-traffic problem.In fact, much
of what is known about the effectiveness of some types of drinking-
driving countermeasures is based primarily on data from other coun-
tries.In 1976, U.S. Department of Transportation officials agreed
that,
. . .few traffic safety programs have been scientific-
ally assessed. . . .Traffic safety research is handi-
capped by inadequate data systems and the inability to
maintainexperimentalcontrolovertheareastobe
assessed.Moreover, because of funding limitations, most
safety projects are too small or too short to permit col-
lection of sufficient criterion data to provide a sensi-
tivetestofthe project's effectiveness. (Citedin
Cameron, 1979, p.504)
In an extensive evaluation of the impact of the federally funded
Alcohol Safety Action Projects, the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration reported:9
As intended, the Program demonstrated how and where the
traditional system for controlling drinking drivers needs
improvement. Althoughvariousprojectsreachedhigh
efficiency levels towards the endoftheir three year
terms,itbecameobviousthatimprovementsarestill
needed. Enforcement needs tobe maintained ata high
level.Prosecutors and judges can speed their processing
of cases. . .Education and treatment modalities need to
makemuchbolderexperimentsinsearchofeffective
responses to problem drinkers. . .Evaluation--an exper-
ience almost completely new to the criminal justice sys-
tem--is an essential tool for the effectiveness of both
sanctions and the court system as a whole.(NHTSA, 1979,
p.7)
The NHSTA also concluded:
. . .experimentationshouldcontinuetodefinethe
proper modalities, curricula, and staffing for evaluating
and treating drinking drivers.(NHTSA, 1979, p.10)
The Oregon Diversion Program has high potential for impacting
thedrinkinganddriving behavior ofitsparticipants becauseit
insures early identification of drinking problems and then requires
clients to be matched to appropriate treatment, i.e. LevelI or Level
II.There is a greater probability of success with this program than
in states where all first offenders are treated in the same manner.
However, the fact remains that part of the success of the Level I
Diversion Program must be determined by the success of the educa-
tional component.Therefore, it appears that research on this topic
is warranted.
Moreover, this program presents a unique research situation in
the area of adult education because the Diversion Program can be con-
sidered a form of mandatory education.Although the participants are
given a choice, it is a limited choice.They must choose between the10
DiversionProgramandtheexpensivecourtprocedure. Mandating
education foradultspresentsaninteresting paradox fora study
sinceadulteducationtheoristsproclaimthatsuccessfuladult
education is voluntary and self-directed.
Limitations of the Study
This study will be subjected to the following limitations:
1.The reliability, validity, and objectivity of the 61 Item
Drinking and Driving Test Battery.
2.The extent that the effect of prior knowledge on alcohol
and its effects on driving would have on participants' test
scores.
3.The accuracy of the test score information obtained from
the LevelI instructors.
4. The degree to which external psychological factors such as
motivation, resentment, and attitude would have on partici-
pants' test scores.
Definition of Terms
Definitions of terms and abbreviations used throughout the study
are provided so that they may be understood within the text.
ADES--Alcohol Drug Evaluation Specialist
ASAP--Alcohol Safety Action Projects.This was a federally funded
forerunner of drunk driving countermeasures.11
BAC--Blood Alcohol Content
Countermeasure--Anactiontakeninretaliation to try to solvea
problem.
Drunk Driver--This term describes the operator of a motor vehicle who
is intoxicated.His/her blood alcohol concentration isat the
legal minimum of .10 percent.
DUII--Driving Under the Influence of Intoxicants
DWI--Driving While Intoxicated
DOT--Department of Transportation
GeneralDeterrence--Programwhosepurposeistodeterthelarge
majority of drivers from driving after drinking through fear of
arrest and sanctioning.
MCE--Mandatory Continuing Education,i.e. coursework a professional
is required to take in order to keep his/her certificate or job.
NHTSA--National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
NIAAA--National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
MHD--Mental Health Division
Recidivism--Relapsing to a former condition.In this study refers to
re-arrests for drunk driving.
Specific Deterrence--Programs whose purpose is primarily to prevent a
DWI offender from repeating the offense
Time Schedule Configuration--The scheduled class-times used to teach
the curriculum - the number of hours per day times the number of
days per week which had to total a minimum of 12 hours.12
Time Span--Refers to the eight different class-times usedin this
study, as defined in Time Schedule Configuration.
Summary
Thealarmingincreaseofaccidentsanddeathsdueto drunk
drivers nationwide has stimulated federaland state governments to
legislate drunk driving countermeasures. The1981 legislature in
Oregonenactedaneducationalcountermeasure -TheDiversion
Program.The Diversion Program began in 1981 under the auspices of
the Mental Health Division.Clients for this adult education program
are persons who have been arrested for drunk driving.The curriculum
for this program contains information about alcohol and its effects
on the driving task. The underlying assumption of this Diversion
Program is that the knowledge gained by the participants will reduce
the recidivism rate of drunk drivers.A complete and thorough evalu-
ation of this programisvitaltoitscontinued existence. The
effectivenessoftheDiversionPrograminchangingknowledgeand
attitudes concerning driving after drinking was the concern of this
study.13
II.REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The review of the literature related to this topic was conducted
in three areas: 1)Adult Education and Mandatory Adult Education;
2) Mandatory Education for Persons Arrested for Drunk Driving; and 3)
The Development of Educational Countermeasures for Drunk Driving.
Adult Education and Mandatory Continuing Education
Roger Axford defines adult education as "Planned and organized
learning activities chosen on either a formal or informal basis with
theconsciousintentionofself-fulfillmentincludinginformation
seeking, understanding, skill acquisition, and identifying and solv-
ing personal and community problems. .."This author also defines
adult education as "The process of bringing about intelligent change
in mature individuals, and in our community or society, through pro-
grams and agencies for continuing education."(Axford, 1980, p.6)
In defining adult education, some persons place an emphasis upon
the individual and the benefits to be derived by the individual from
continuingeducation,whileothersplacetheemphasisuponthe
improvement of society.Axford purports that adult education can
help solve social problems in our communities.In fact, during times
of social stress, adult education agencies are called upon to make up
educational deficiencies for groups of people. (Axford, 1980)On
the other hand educators must not lose sight of the importance of the14
individualinadulteducationandofadulteducationtothe
individual.In our diverse society there are many purposes for adult
educationprograms. Mostadulteducatorswouldclaim thatthe
purposes of the various programs should be supplied by the learner,
andthelearnerwouldattendvoluntarily. However,thereare
situationsin our society where adult education programs are com-
pulsory.Cyril Houle (1981), acknowledges this fact when he lists
six aims and goals of those who undertake any adult education pro-
gram.
1.Tomakeupforthedeficienciesofincompleteearlier
schooling.
2.To extend and develop further an interest which is already
held.
3.To meet personally felt needs.
4.To fulfill a compulsory requirement set upon the individual
from outside.
5.To followa consciouspatternofmaintainingbreadthof
view.
6.To carry on a habit.
Inhis fourth aim mentioned above,Houle states that some persons
undertake a program because it is required by some outside agency.
In adult education literature compulsory education most often is
referred to as Mandatory Continuing Education, i.e. coursework a pro-
fessionalis required to complete in order to keep his or her certi-
ficate or job.K. Cross, in her book, Adults as Learners, presents a
well-written discussion on MCE in which she points out the complexity15
of the mandatory continuing education trend.She states the basic
issues surrounding MCE are:
1.To what extent should free American citizens be
coerced into education?
2.Is compulsory education effective; that is,do
people whoarerequiredtoattendcontinuing
education classes necessarily become more com-
petent?
3.Whoshouldbechargedwithdevelopingand
enforcingstandardsforprofessionalaccount-
ability?(Cross, 1981, p.43)
Stern (cited in Cross, 1981) calls mandated continuing education
"the most vexatious issue confronting adult educators and society."
MandatoryContinuingEducation(MCE)hasreceivedconsiderable
attentioninrecentliteratureduetoitscontroversialnature.
While public school teachers have long been familiar with MCE in the
guise of required inservice education, other professionals have only
recently become subjected to MCE.According to Beverly Watkins in a
recent Chronicle of Higher Education article, some form of continuing
education is being required for 16 professions other than teaching,
inall50states. Forexample,optometristsarerequiredto
participateincontinuing educationin43 states. Twenty states
mandate continuingeducation for physicians, withenabling
legislation passed in four more states.Pharmacists must participate
incontinuingeducation in 21states.(ChronicleofHigher
Education)At present some form of continuing or inservice education
for teachersis required or is under consideration inatleast 2816
states.Many others, such as New Jersey, Oklahoma, Utah, Vermont,
andVirginia,permitlocaldistrictstosetcontinuing education
policy.
Professionalism and individual conscience dictate that the indi-
viduals keep current in their fields of practice in order to render
the best service to the public.But, there is conflict.Generally,
professionals are self-directed and do not want to deal with bureau-
cratic red tape and government agencies telling them how to func-
tion.Some practitioners may feel coerced into participating in con-
tinuingeducationbecauseofafewwhoperformsubstandardly.
(Lowenthal, 1981).
The wide disagreement among professionals about the appropriate-
ness of MCE is discussed by several authors (Cross, 1981; Ohiliger,
1981;Smith,1981;Miller,1977;Tuttle,1977).As Cross(1981)
points out, coercion of free American citizens is basically a values
issue which is difficult to resolve.In a recent issue of Lifelong
Learning, Ohligerand Smith's opposing viewsare given.(Ohliger,
1981; Smith,1981).John Ohliger from Basic Choices, Inc., opposes
MCE. Hewritesthatthereisnoevidence that MCE guarantees
worthwhile learning, but that there is growing awareness that it, in
fact, undermines it.Frank Kunkel, Executive Secretary of the Ohio
Board of Pharmacy testified against MCE for pharmacists and Ohliger
quotes:
No action by ourlegislators, short of capital punish-
ment, can remove what few incompetents and malfactors we17
have from our ranks.A relatively few hours of MCE will
haveno significant effectinchanging them from what
they areto what the idealist wouldlike them to be.
Conversely,thegoodprofessionalpharmacistsareand
have been exceeding the minimalrequirementsallalong
and because they want to, which is much better motivation
than a statute.(Ohliger, 1981, p.5)
Conversely, a proponent of MCE, Roxie Smith, Assistant Executive
Director of the American Councilon Pharmacy Education in Chicago,
feels that MCEisthe most acceptable means of monitoring profes-
sionalcompetence(Smith,1981). She feels that state licensure
boards prefer MCE because it is an easy requirement to install and
less expensive than possible alternatives.Smith adds that practi-
tionerspreferit because they can select thelearning activities
they desire.She equates MCE with the lifelong learning theory and
feels that society and practitioners view MCE as an integral part of
professionalism. Underlying the entire processis the assumption
that if exposed to meetings, courses, readings, and other educational
activities, the professional's existing knowledge and skills will be
reinforced and new knowledge and new skills will be acquired.
Ohliger refutes Smith's idea that MCEis the most acceptable
means of monitoring professional competence.He states that ifit
were truly acceptable it would not need to be enforced by escalating
lawsor association regulations.He sees force asa last resort
tactic,and he supports this position by quoting the University of
Wisconsin Extension:"There is no evidence that people continue to
learn only when forced to do so."18
Compulsory education for many adults in variousprofessions is
in use at the present time.Some liken it to compusory education for
children.Stern (cited in Cross, 1981) argues that since weaccept
it for children, we mightaswellaccept compulsory education for
adults.This argument prompts the examination of a core principle of
adulteducation--thatofandragogyvs.pedagogy. Andragogy,as
defined by Malcolm Knowles (1970), is "the art and science ofhelping
adultslearn" whereas pedagogy is concerned with helpingchildren
learn. Formanyyearsadulteducatorshaveassumedthatthe
characteristics ofadultlearnersaredifferentfromchild
learners. Theseassumptionsaboutadultlearnersaregivenby
Knowles (1970) as follows:
Andragogy is premised onat least four crucialassump-
tions about the characteristics of adult learners that
are different from the assumptionsabout child learners,
on which traditional pedagogy is premised.These assump-
tions are that, as a person matures, (1) his self-concept
moves from one of being a dependentpersonality toward
one of being a self-directing humanbeing, (2) he accumu-
lates a growing reservoir of experience that becomes an
increasing resource forlearning,(3)his readiness to
learn becomes oriented increasingly to the developmental
tasks of his social roles, and(4) his time perspective
changes from one of postponed application of knowledge to
immediacy of application, and accordingly his orientation
toward learning shifts from one of subject centeredness
to one of problem centeredness.
Inan analysis of these assumptions,it is difficult to deter-
mine why these should not apply to the teaching of children.And, in
fact, Knowles (1970) himself wrote:
Ibelieve thatandragogy means more than just helping
adultslearn; Ibelieve thatit meanshelpinghuman
beings learn, and that it therefore has implications for
the education of children and youth.19
Cross (1981) points out, however, that Knowles refers frequently in
his writings to the "unique characteristics of adultsaslearners"
andtoandragogyasa"comprehensive theory ofadultlearning."
Thus,itisnotclearifKnowlesisadvocatingtwodistinct
approachestoteaching--one forchildrenandone foradults--or
whether heis suggesting that andragogy replace pedagogy as a more
sound approach to the education of both adultsand children. If
adult educators accepted this latter premise, andragogy would not be
atheory ofadultlearningbut,rather,a theory ofinstruction
purporting to offer guidance to teachers in general.
This concept of andragogy isvery similar to the "freedom to
learn"conceptaspresentedbyCarlRogers(1964)inhisbook
entitled Freedom to Learn.In his theory, Rogers believes students
canbe trusted to learn and to enjoy learning when a facilitative
personcansetupanattitudinalandconcrete environment which
encouragesresponsibleselectionofgoalsandwaysofreaching
them.A close examination of his approach would lead the reader to
believe that Rogers would accept the andragogy assumptions listed by
Knowles as applicable to all ages of learners.
Kidd (1973) and White (Kreitlow, 1981) suggest that the appro-
priate difference in the education of children vs. adults should cen-
ter around the issue of teaching vs.learning--not age difference.
The literature in the field of adult education tends to be learner
centered rather than instructor centered.This concept suggests that20
the instructor is there only as a facilitator, not as a controller of
the learning situation.It must be noted that all pedagogical situ-
ations are not the opposite of this (Rogers, 1964).
Cross(1981)suggests,however, thatifan educator wants to
know how to help a learner learn, the educator needs to know what
teachers do to facilitate learning.That seems to suggest a need for
atheoryofteaching--oratleastatheoryforfacilitating
learning.As Cross points out, the issue of andragogy has sparked
much debate but little research.It appears that more research is
needed which looks at how teachers facilitate learning.In addition,
research is needed in compulsory educational situations for adults.
The crux of the MCE controversy is stated by Cross (1981) in her
secondquestion,"Is compulsory education effective: Thatis,do
peoplewhoarerequiredtoattendcontinuingeducationclasses
necessarily become more competent?"She states that this question
should be answered through research, but so far there is inconclusive
data.Cross remarks that this lack of data forces us to rely on some
common-sense conclusions:
1.As a group, people who are required to learn are
more likely to have up-to-date information than
people who are not so required.
2.Peoplewhoaremotivatedtolearnaremost
likely to be better informed than people who are
merely serving time in class.
3.Voluntary learningis most effective, but com-
pulsory learning is better than nothing.21
Researchershavesentquestionnairesto various professional
organizations to determine their views on the need for MCE. One
questionnaire was sent to a stratified random sample of 700Maryland
dentists.Of the 330 usable replies received, more opposed MCE than
favored it.Those whose age was under 40 years were more in favor of
MCE, while those over 40 years of age opposed it.Those who were
opposed cited arguments to support their positions.They felt MCE
was a "control from above" and theyopposed controls on their lives
and felt thatone cannot forceanother person tolearn. Others
called continuing education programs "wastes of time" or "tax exempt
vacation write-offs."(Whaples, Ewert, 1981)
Another questionnaire was sent to leisure service professionals
in Wisconsin. Researchers sent the questionnaire to 1640 profes-
sionals with a 50 percent return.The importance of continuing edu-
cation was ranked high by 87 percent of the leisure service profes-
sionals. Forty-sevenpercentbelievedthatcontinuingeducation
should be mandatory.(Henderson, 1980)
Unfortunately, these questionnaires sampled only opinionsand do
not measure any effectiveness of MCE.Therefore, adult educators are
sure that continuing education can be mandatedbut are not sure that
learning can.Many people would support Diana Darminati, Vermont
Adult Basic Education Program, when she states, "We cannot make some-
one learn.Mandatory education isa misnomer.We can dangle jobs
and training like a carrot to entreat participants, but we cannot22
mandate learning, and all the aphorisms in the world are not going to
change that fact."(Ohliger, 1981)
Cross's (1981) third question in the MCE debate is, "who should
be charged with developing and enforcing standards for professional
accountability?"
At the present time, there is little input from the consumer in
designing MCE standards. Cross(1981)points out that thereis
risingoppositiontobureaucraticgovernmentalregulation,to
professional societies admitting only "their own kind," and to the
universitiesfor"perpetuatingclassstatus." Thereappearsno
resolution to this issue in the literature.
Mandatory Education For Persons Arrested For Drunk Driving
The Alcohol Safety Action Projects of the early 1970's supplied
much needed data about the rehabilitation of persons arrested for
DWI.This came about largely as a result of the use of rehabilita-
tionand education for additionalcourt-imposed sanctionsin ASAP
jurisdictions.When the ASAP program began in 1970, the treatment
profession was oriented almost exclusively toward alcoholic persons
who had sought treatment.Little attention was paid to the needs of
the problem drinking driver or the social drinker.The commonly held
belief was that only persons who voluntarily asked for help could be
successfully treated.Drinking drivers who came through the court
system were usually sent to some alcohol safety school based ona23
lecture format.Judges were generally unwilling to refer people to
existing long-term therapy programs for a DWI charge.
The old and rather pessimistic view about the effectiveness of
involuntary treatment for alcoholics was wellexpressedina1973
University of Florida Law Review article:
Since neither doctors nor researchers have reached a con-
sensusin favor of mandatory treatment,it seems that
involuntary commitment of alcoholics is inappropriate as
afrequentlyandindiscriminatelyappliedtechnique.
(Hanrahan, 1982, p. 312)
By1977,the situation had changed. The alcoholic treatment
profession nationwide had come to regard DWI caseloadsasone of
their main sources of clients and had adjusted to the idea of accept-
ing involuntary referrals.There was a substantial change in treat-
ment philosophy for which ASAP quite surely bears a large part of the
responsibility.
The DWI program in Phoenix (Malfetti & Simon, 1974) has served
as a prototype or guide for approximately 400 corrective DWI programs
throughouttheUnitedStatesandCanada. Hundredsofthese
counterattackshavebeenplannedtoachieve the same objective- -
reducing the chances of recurrence of drunk driving.
The DWI program in Phoenix was studied from its inception in
1966 through 1973.During this time, 15,000 people completed the DWI
school in Phoenix.A study of repeat offenses was made, matching the
first 500 persons (experimental group) convicted of DWI who took the
course against 500 (controlgroup) who were convicted of the same24
charge at about the same time but did not take the course.Matching
was done on age,sex and race.Driving records were searched for
both groups for three years before and three years after the DWI con-
viction.Post-baseline conviction data revealed significant differ-
ences in favor of the experimental group in DWI convictions(p.<.01)
and"points"(anindex of overall moving violation including plea
bargained and reduced DWI charges) (p.<.01).Post-baseline citation
data showed significantly in favor of the experimental group on DWI
citations (p.<.05).(Malfetti & Simon, 1974)
Another study was completed in 1978 with some DWI offenders who
were referred to the Alcoholism and Drug Dependence Unit of Mayo
Clinic/Rochester Methodist Hospital.(Martin, 1979)The purpose of
the study was two-fold:
1.To determine how this DWI group compares with a
control group of ADDU patients in achieving and
maintaining sobriety.
2.To determine how many of the DWI group returned
to court after they completed treatment at ADDU
and under what circumstances they did so.
There were 40 persons in the DWI group and 40 in the control group
which were matched forage,sex,locality and consecutive admis-
sion.It was anticipated that the DWI's would be less successful in
achieving and maintaining sobriety since they were coerced by court
into the program to avoid jailor fine.However, this assumption
proved false.Both groups showed similar rates of success. The
extent of recidivism was impossible to compare since the control25
group's driving records were withheld for confidentiality.In the
DWIgroup,however,five personshadalcoholrelated chargesand
elevenoftheDWIgrouphadatotalof20 non-alcoholrelated
charges--mainly speeding during the year following the treatment.
AsecondstudyinRochester,MinnesotawasdonewithDWI
offenders to determine the effectiveness of the educational treat-
ment.(Swanstrom & Ring, 1979)Recidivism was used as the principal
indicator of success.First time offenders were assigned to one of
thethreegroupsasaresultofaninterview--eitherasevere
drinking problem, moderate problem,or no problem. Then,persons
were randomly selected to the three groups with N'sof 40,41,and
40.The follow-up period lasted for two years.The results of this
study revealed that the first time DWI offender had a low probability
rateof re-arrest or re-conviction fora subsequentDWIoffense.
Only 14 percent of the total group were subsequently re-arrested or
re-convicted.The DWI offenders who went to the classes were also
comparedtoagroupwhowereonstraightprobationwithno
treatment.There was a slight trend for improvement in favor of DWI
classes,althoughitwasnotastatistically significant differ-
ence.In addition, there did not appear to be any significant rela-
tionship between the severity of the problem and recidivism.26
Recidivism
Any program dealing withbehavioralchange mustaddress the
issue of recidivism.Many of the studies on recidivism have been
done in the area of smoking cessation.
Essigner reported in the Journal of Health and Social Behavior,
(1972)on psychosocial predictors of smoking recidivism. In this
study, former cigarette smokers interviewed in 1964 were re-inter-
viewed in 1966.In the two-year interim, approximately 13 percent
had returned to smoking cigarettes.Recidivism was examined asa
functionofselecteddemographic,environmental,behavioral,and
attitudinal variables.The demographic factors of age and sex most
significantly differentiated recidivists from successful
abstainers.Females and younger respondents were more likely to be
recidivists. Also,two environmentalvariables showed significant
differentiation. Respondentswithoutyoungchildren inthe
household,and those having "former" smokers as close fiends, were
more likely to be successful abstainers.
A second study by Guilford (1972) was designed to: a) evaluate
the effectiveness of a group treatment approach in enabling smokers
totrytogiveupcigarettesmoking forsix months,andb)to
describe thepersonalcharacteristics ofsmokers who succeededin
quitting as compared to those who failed.One hundred seventy-five
untreated smokerswere matched with173 smokers whoattended the
Seventh-Day Adventist group treatment plan.Differences in success27
rates favored the treated group.More females were recidiviststhan
males.Older males and females were moresuccessful abstainers than
younger subjects. The amount of cigarettes consumed,contrary to
previousassumption,seemed unrelated to the degree ofsuccessful
abstinence.
Hunt, Barnett and Branch(1971) studied resumption of smoking or
relapse rate over time for a group ofpeople who had successfully
completed a treatment program and hadgiven up smoking.They drew an
illustrative curve based on 84 studies.They arbitrarily selected
three, six, and twelve months andestablished each point by averaging
all the studies that reported for anyof the three times.All the
individual study curves are remarkablysimilar to the curves drawn
with the averaging data of the studies.All of the curves are marked
byasteepdeclineduringthefirst three months,asubsequent
gradual leveling off and an asymptoticlevel well above zero.The
universality of the curve characteristics wasassessed by the authors
in two ways, one practical and onetheoretical.
On the practical side, the highincidence of recidivism during
the first three months would indicate thatpresent treatment methods
are too brief ormethods are too inefficient to produce alasting
effect.Obviously, the majority of subjects need somefurther sup-
portive treatment during the first sixmonths after successful com-
pletion of therapy.
The authors questioned thetheoretical implications of the curve28
in becoming asymtotic before it reaches zero.Why is it that roughly
20 percent of the S's treated do not return to smoking?If this is
attributable tosome personality orphysiologicalcharacteristics,
then this group of people deserves further study.See Figure I.
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Recidivism Curve
The authors added a relapse curve for treated heroin users and
treated alcohol abusers.The data were fragmented and there was less
of it, but, still, the similarity of the three curves suggests simi-
larityinsuccessandfailure rates wheredealing withbehavior
change.29
In reviewing these studies on recidivism,itis observed that
the rate of recidivism is much greater during the first three months
after treatment.Also, the demographic factors of age and sex seem
to differentiate most successfully between successful abstainers and
recidivists.Females and younger subjects fail most consistently.
The Development of Educational
Countermeasures For Drunk Driving
Alcohol's contribution to traffic crashes has been recognized
for many decades.For some 70 years, there has been a "system" for
dealingwithdriverswhoseperformanceisimpairedbyalcohol.
Legislation forbids them to drive when impaired, police arrest them
for doing so, and prosecutors take their cases to court, where their
guilt or innocence is determined by judge and jury.The traditional
penalties for a misdemeanor offense (jailand fine) are supplemented
byactionsagainstthedriver'slicense,andtheprivatesector
increases its insurance rates for persons convicted of Driving While
Intoxicated(DWI). Clearly,the policy makershaveattempted to
controldrinkinganddrivingbydeterrencethroughlaw.(Ross,
1982)The effectiveness of this system in preventing alcohol-related
accidents has never been measured, but accident figures suggest it is
not effective enough.
Reed(1982)states that the most effective general deterrence
programs have been those that raised drivers' perceived risk of ar-
rest and punishment for drunk driving.In Britain, fatalities from30
traffic accidents decreased 23 percent when the Road Safety Act of
1967 allowed police to require breath tests of drivers.Passage of
similarlegislation inCanadabroughtabouteightpercent
reduction. But,in both areas the deterrent effect dissipated in a
few years apparently because drivers discovered that the publicized
penalties did not materialize.To achieve permanent deterrence, it
is presumed that the risk of arrest must be increased and kept at a
high level.
The Director of Traffic Safety in Oregon testified that traffic
accidents do decrease when police patrols increase.There have been
severalshort-termexamplesofthisoccurringhereinOregon
(Bellamy, 1983).What remains unknown is just what levels of risk
are necessary to achieve various degrees of deterrence and what it
would cost to bring such increases about state-wide and nation-wide.
Some areas have imposed stiffer penalties to convicted drinking
drivers rather than increasing patrols(Cameron,1979). It would
seem to be less expensive and easier.Existing evidence, however,
suggeststhatseverepunishmentisineffective.(Oliver,1979;
Robertson, 1973; Reed, 1982; Ross, 1982)
The reputed effectivenss of severe punishment for drunk driving
in Scandinavian countries could not be confirmed by scientific study
(Ross, 1982),andis of questionable relevance to American drinking
driving behavior. In fact,a Chicago program requiring seven-day
jail sentences for DWI offenders resulted in a decreased conviction31
rate (Robertson, 1973).
Deterrence is but one among several goals of the criminallaw
system, the other being retribution, incapacitation, and rehabilita-
tion.Rehabilitation refers to measures such as education and treat-
ment applied to offenders with the goal of modifying their behavior
in the future.The success of rehabilitation is determined in part
by the recidivism rate of clients based on additional convictions.
Rehabilitation countermeasures are a relatively new concept in
thetrafficsafetyarea(Cameron,1979). Recognizingthata
substantial proportion of drinking drivers had drinking problems led
to the development in the 1970's of widespread efforts to address the
healthaspectsofDWI. The AlcoholSafety Action Project(ASAP)
begun in 1971 by the National Highway Safety Bureau, now known as the
NationalHighwayTrafficSafety Administration(NHTSA),combined
legal sanctions against DWI with health responses in a comprehensive
approach.This program involved the establishment (between January
1971and September 1972)of35 Alcohol Safety Action Projectsin
communities throughout the nation.The basic strategy behind the
ASAP programwastoinitiatecomprehensivehealthandlegalap-
proaches to counter drunk driving crashes.These approaches included
apprehension, adjudication, rehabilitation and public information and
education efforts.Prior to ASAP, these functions were divided among
severalagencies.ASAP attempted to bring detection, apprehension,
caseinvestigation,adjudication,sanctioning,rehabilitationand32
educationallunderasingle coordinated system.This systematic
approach in dealing with the alcohol problem was the cornerstone of
the ASAP program.
The objective was to develop and evaluate local systems within
three years. The principalgoals were to reduce alcohol-related
deaths and accidents significantly, to demonstrate the effectiveness
ofanintegrated approach that had not been tested and to have a
catalytic effect on other jurisdictions.While one of the more novel
featuresoftheASAPeffortwasitsprovision for supportand
integration of all highway safety and alcoholism treatment activites
into a single, organized effort directed at drunk driving, it proved
tobea most ambitiousand difficult effort to evaluate.(USDOT,
NHTSA,1979) First,localvariations made overallevaluation of
success or failure very difficult.Projects developed in different
directions with different sequencing,some quickly performing with
great efficiency, others stalled for long periods because of factors
beyond their control.Second, because of the variety of components
involved in various countermeasures, it was difficult to discuss the
achievement of "objectives."It is important to examine each of the
35projectsindividually todetermine"success"according to the
efficiency and effectiveness of its individual countermeasure areas,
as wellas its highway safety results.Third, the ASAP Program was
at least as developmental as it was demonstrative.The projects were
as new to the profession of highway safety as they were to all the
local components.33
TheeducationalprogramaspectoftheASAP was reviewedby
dividing the participants into two categories:Problem drinkers and
social drinkers.
A summary of the studies of the educational component of the
ASAP programs indicated that the educational treatment (in whatever
format used in the different localities) did not reduce re-arrests or
crashes among the DWI's (problem drinkers) treated.For the social
(non-problem)drinkers,however,whoenteredtherehabilitative
programs, there were significantly lower re-arrest rates.There was
some data from "poorly controlled studies"(USDOT, NHTSA, 1979) to
suggestthattheeducationalprogramscanchangethedrinking
driver's knowledge of alcohol related problems.
At least three types of schools were identified from the ASAP
programleveldata. These ranged from mostinteraction-oriented
(Type I) to the most lecture-oriented (Type 3).It made little dif-
ference to which kind of school the social drinkers were referred.
However,theproblemdrinkersenteringlecture-oriented(Type3)
schoolshadhigherrearrestratesthanthoseenteringmore
interactive type schools.(NHTSA, 1979)
TheASAPprogramshavemadealargeimpactonthecourts'
approach to persons arrested for drunk driving.These programs cre-
ated a mechanism for providing DWI offenders with alcohol information
and, as appropriate, referral for treatment.The ASAP programs have
introduced a new case finding mechanism for the alcoholism field, one34
that appears to offer potential for early intervention in drinking
problems.Roughly 250,000 drivers were referred to education and
treatment programs while ASAP demonstration programs were operating
(NHTSA, 1979).In addition, creation of the DWI schools caused major
changes in adjudication of DWI cases (NHTSA n.d.).Courts greatly
increased the use of probation and referrals to rehabilitation.
One of the results of the ASAP programs has been improved legis-
lation for dealing with drunk driversin nearly every state. The
state legislature of Oregon designed a drunk driving specific deter-
rence countermeasure which wasenactedin1981. House Bill2010
created new procedures and penalties governing persons arrested for
Driving Under the Influence of Intoxicants (DUII).Although the bill
addressed the penalties and sanctions for all DUII offenses, the bill
also provided a new option to those individuals who had not been
arrested for a DUII offense within ten years.The option is called
theDiversionProgram. Ifanoffender meetsallthe following
criteria established in the law: a) no prior DUII in ten years, b) no
similardiversionprogramintenyears,c)nofelony conviction
withintenyearswhichresultedfromthe operationofamotor
vehicle, and d) no reportable accident associated with the present
charge, then that offender may agree with the court to be evaluated
by an Alcohol and Drug Evaluation Specialist and to participate in an
educationand/or treatment program. Successfulcompletion of the
programandcompliancewithotherconditionsofthediversion35
agreement willresult in the charge of DUII being dismissed. The
charge will not appear on a criminal record.However, an entry is
made on the driving record and maintained for ten years (Brownlow and
Holley, 1982).
The unique feature of Oregon's Diversion Program is that it is a
pre-conviction option.The defendant doesnot entera plea and,
consequently, avoids allof the expense and time involved in trying
the case.Should the defendant fail to satisfactorily complete the
Diversion Program,he/sheis returned to court and prosecutionis
begun.The defendant has waived only the right to a speedy trial.
Sincenopleahasbeenentered,thereisnosuspensionofthe
driver's license.
From the beginning of this new program (November1,1981) to
June30,1982,5,550 Oregonians chose the diversion option. This
represented80percentoftheeligiblefirst-timeoffenders.
(Brownlow and Holley, 1982)
Upon qualification and agreement with the court to participate
in the Diversion Program, the DUII offender must report to an Alcohol
andDrugEvaluation Specialist(ADES). Thebillstipulatesthat
"whenever possible" the evaluator should not be the same person who
willprovide treatment.Each judicial district has determined for
itself how to best implement this requirement and has designated some
person or persons within the county to provide this service to the
court.By June 30,1982, 142 persons representing all 36 counties36
had been so designated. (Brownlow and Holley, 1982)
At the initial evaluation, the offender is determined to be a
social drinker or a problem drinker/alcoholic (a continuum of begin-
ning problem to chronic addiction).This is accomplished by admin-
istering a series of standardized tests, examining the criminal and
driving historiesof the defendant,considering the blood alcohol
concentration and police report at the time of arrest, and conducting
astructuredinterview with theindividual. Those classifiedas
social drinkers are referred to a LevelI program, and those classi-
fied as having more severe drinking problems are referred to a Level
II program.Level Iprograms provide primarily alcohol information
education. LevelIIincludestherapeutically orientededucation
(group or individual), residential or outpatient therapy, antabuse,
or various combinations. (Brownlow amd Holley, 1982)
Summary
Inthe review ofliteratureinthe areas of mandatory adult
educationand mandatory educationforpersonsarrested fordrunk
driving,itis apparent that more research is needed.Cross (1981)
made it clear that the crux of the mandated education controversy in
theadulteducationfieldisdeterminingwhetherornotsuch
compulsory type educationis effective.Since the field of adult
educationhas widely accepted for many years that adult education
should be voluntary tobe effective,the issue of mandated adult37
education needs to be researched.
Secondly, research with subjects who drink and drive raises the
question"canbehavioralchangetakeplacewherealcohol is
involved?" Longlasting behavioralchangehasproven difficult to
achieve, especially in the areas of drinking alcohol, smoking,and
weight reduction.In fact, for years the field of alcohol counselors
and alcoholtreatment facilities felt that drinking behavior would
not change unless such change was initiated by the drinker, not an
outside force(Hunt,BarnettandBranch,1971). This time,the
question comesup with the added factor of alcohol,"can mandated
education be effective for users of alcohol?"
Thirdly,in tracing the development of drunk driving counter-
measures,it can be seen that the field has developed quickly with
little research.The few studies that have been done to determine
the effectiveness of such educational programs have left questions
unanswered.The studies completed in Minnesota (Martin,1979) had
only 40 subjects each, and no opportunity to study recidivism of all
of those.
Thefollow-upstudiesoftheASAP programshaveshown more
evaluation on the series of local systems than on the effectiveness
oftheeducationcomponent(USDOT,NHTSA,1979). Moreover,the
review of this literature reveals a void in regard to the length of
time used for the instruction, and how this may affect the pretest
and posttest scores of the program participants.Anderson, et.al.,38
intheirbook,EncyclopediaofEducationalEvaluation(1976),
indicatethatthereshouldbeathree monthintervalbetweena
pretest and a posttest to avoid "the practice effect" on the possible
gain in scores.Courtney (1983) advises that only six weeks of time
should elapse to avoid "the practice effect."None of the studies
reviewedhavementionedanylengthoftimeusedtoteachthe
information.It would seem that evaluation of time spans would be
necessary when dealing with cognitive information. Itis important
for program directors to know if the time schedule configuration has
any effectongaininscoresasthis would affect scheduling of
classes.
The Diversion Program in Oregon provides a unique opportunity
for research to be done which willadd valuable information to the
fast growing rehabilitation countermeasures for drunk drivers across
the nation. Moreover,itoffers the opportunity to evaluate the
effectiveness of a mandated educational program for adults with the
added complexity of an alcohol-related problem.39
III.RESEARCH DESIGN
Introduction
This study was designed to investigate the impact of the Level
IDiversionProgramintheStateof Oregon. Thiseducational
program is for persons who are arrested for drunk driving and choose
to attend 12 hours of classes rather than electing to be processed
through the court system with a'not guilty'plea.The Research
Design Chapter is included to provide an overview of the procedures
employedinthecollectionof data. This chapterincludesthe
following sections which are described in detail:
1) the design of the study,
2)the hypotheses to be tested in the study,
3) a description of the population for the study,
4) a description of the curriculum used,
5) a description of the instruments used to collect the data,
6) the statistical treatment utilized in analyzing the data.
Design of the Study
To fulfillthe intended purpose of this study the following
procedures and steps were followed:
1. A review of research studies concerned with mandated adult
education, mandatory education for persons arrested for40
drunkdriving, andthedevelopmentofeducational
countermeasures for drunk driving was completed.
2.A personal interview with Carol Brownlow, Director of the
Oregon Diversion Program, was conducted to determine the
policies and procedures followed in Oregon, and to obtain
permission to conduct this study.
3. Anoutlineoftheproposedresearch,explainingthe
methodology and objectives of the study was presented to
theAlcoholandDrugDepartmentoftheOregonMental
Health Division for review and approval.
4.A questionnaire was designed and mailed to 71 Diversion
ProgramsthroughouttheState of Oregonincooperation
with the Alcohol and Drug Department of the Oregon Mental
Health Division.
5. Preliminaryreviewofthe52returnedquestionnaires
revealed that eight different time schedule configurations
were being used throughout the state for the 12 hoursof
required instruction.
6. Pretest and posttest scores for all clients in the Level I
Diversion Program were collected through the Mental Health
Division in Salem, Oregon, for this study.
7.The resulting data from the questionnaires and the test
scores were compiled, programmed and tabulated.
Appropriate statistical tools were applied.41
8.Responses to the hypotheses, delineatedin the study, were
prepared.
9.The findings were summarized andconcluded with relevant
recommendations for further action or study.
Hypotheses of the Study
In an effort to determine if the OregonDiversion Program was
effective in changing knowledge about alcoholand its effects on the
drivingtask,andinchangingattitudestowarddrivingafter
drinking, some specific hypotheses wereformed.The following null
hypotheses were proposed:
HO 1: There is no significant differencebetween the pretest
and posttest achievement scores for the 965clients in
the Oregon DUII Diversion Program.
HO 2: There is no significant difference in thepretest and
posttestscoresforsubjectsparticipatinginthe
eight different time schedule configurationsused to
teach the required 12 hour curriculum.
HO 3: There is no significant difference between thegain in
knowledge scores and the gain in behavioralintention
scores for the DUII clientsparticipating in the eight
different time schedule configurations for the12 hour
curriculum.42
HO 4: There isno significant correlation between the gain
inknowledgescoresofDUIIclientsandselected
instructional variables.
Population for the Study
Thepopulation for thisstudy wasselected from the1,988
individualswhoenrolledintheLevel IDiversionProgram for
driving under the influence of intoxicants in the State of Oregon
between November, 1981 and December, 1982.For the 1,988 individual
pretestandposttestscores,965 were found tobe complete and
useable for this study.The demographic data that were available
for this population included age, sex, ethnicity, educational level,
monthly income,source of income and employment status.TableI
presents a demographic profile of the 965 persons who were subjects
for this study.
A randomized sample of the population was used for testing H02
and H03.Category
AGE
TABLE 1.
Demographic Profile of DUII Diversion Clients
Expressed in Percents
Provided by Alcohol and Drug Office
Oregon Mental Health Division
N = 965
Subset
Under 18
18 - 25
26 - 39
40 - 64
65 and over
43
8.2
29.2
37.6
22.9
2.1
SEX Male 77.1
Female 22.9
ETHNICITY White 92.0
Non-white 8.0
EDUCATION Less than 12 years 23.4
12 years 46.6
More than 12 years 30.0
MONTHLY INCOME
SOURCE OF INCOME
EMPLOYMENT STATUS
0- $250
251 -666
667 - 1250
More than 1250
15.3
27.7
30.6
26.4
Wages/Dividends/Interest 70.7
Social Security 4.6
Public Assistance/Welfare 2.3
Pension/Unemp./Vets. 10.8
0.S.I.P.-State .9
S.S.I.-Federal 1.0
Full time
Part time
Irregular
Unemployed
53.3
11.2
3.9
31.644
The Treatment Variable
Subjects received instruction from the curriculum developed and
field tested by the American Automobile Association (AAA) and repre-
sentatives of the State Departments of Education in Arizona, New
York, Ohio, and Wisconsin.This curriculum was field tested using
17groupswithatotalof494 studentsinalcoholinformation
schools.It is being used in Oregon by permission of the staff from
theColoradoDepartmentofHealth(Timken,citedinKushner,
1981).The general objectives of the alcohol education program, as
given in the curriculum guide, are:
1.To deliver knowledge about alcohol and its effects on the
driving task.
2.To change attitudes and drinking behavior in relation to
driving.
3.To positively affect the rate of recidivism with drinking
drivers.
The format,curricula,and materialsin the teacher's manualare
geared toward promoting change in threeareas: (1)participant
knowledge,(2)participant attitudes,and(3)participant future
behavior.(Kushner, 1981)
Thepresentdeliverysystemforthecurriculumusestwo
levels.LevelIis lecture oriented while Level II involves lecture
plus group interaction.The LevelI curriculum presents facts about45
alcohol, its effects, pertinent legalities andpenalties.The cur-
riculum is taught at71instructionalsites throughout the state.
Thirty-three of the 36 counties in Oregon have at least one pro-
gram.Multnomah County has the most, with 20 approved programs.
Teachers are selected at the individualsites, however, they must
receive finalapprovalfrom the Alcoholand Drug Office,Mental
Health Division,Salem,Oregon.Qualifications for teachers are
education, experience, and/or training in one or more of thefollow-
ing:Social Science, Psychology, Counseling, Alcohol/DrugRehabili-
tation, Education, Traffic Safety, or other related fields.Sched-
uling for the classes is done locally.The law governing the Diver-
sion Program requires that the LevelI program range between two and
tensessionsinlengthanda minimum of12 hoursinduration.
Within these limits, the 71 instructional sites are free tochoose
one of the eight time scheduleconfigurations.The time schedules
currently used for the Level I instruction are:
1.Two hours of instruction once a week for six weeks.
2. Three hours of instruction once a week for four weeks.
3. Three hours of instruction twice a week for two weeks.
4.Four hours of instruction on a Friday eveningand eight
hours the following day, completing the total instruction
in a two-day time span.
5.Two hours of instruction once a week for seven weeks.
6. Two hours of instruction twice a week for three weeks.46
7.Two and one-half hours of instruction once a week for five
weeks.
8. Six hours of instruction on two consecutive Saturdays.
Instrumentation
Two instruments were utilized in the collection of data.The
instrument used to assess knowledge and attitude change had been
previously testedanddeveloped. Thesecondinstrumentwasa
questionnaire designed by this researcher in cooperation with the
Mental Health Division of the State of Oregon to gather information
from the 71 instructional sites.The following section outlines the
test battery used in the study.
In order to assess both knowledge and attitude change, the 61
Item DrinkingandDriving Test Battery wasused. Malfettiand
Winter (1976) explain in the Counseling Manual for DWI Counterattack
Programs the research that they conducted to test the validity and
reliabilityofthistest. Thetestbattery consistsoffour
parts.The four parts (dependent variables) are:
PartI measures factual knowledge and includes test items 1-
30.Item screening for this part of the test was accomplished by a
DelphiPanel of 75 experts in alcoholism and driving.A complete
item analysis was performed.This instrument was administered to
groups in four states, and the test reliability ranged from .64 to47
.68 for the pretest administration and .71 to .80 for the posttest
administrationusing Kuder-Richardsonformula20. These scores
demonstrate that test items have content validity.
Part II measures attitude using a two-point scale of agree or
disagree and includes items 31 through 50.Items for Part II were
also selected by a rating of experts in the field of alcoholism.
Estimatesofreliabilityyieldedcoefficientsof.79to.84,
obtained by using a split-half technique after rank ordering the
items according toitem weightandcorrected for shortened test
length with the Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula.Content validity
was judged to be high by the authors(Malfetti, Winter).
PartIIImeasuresattitudeusingafive-pointscalefrom
strongly disagree to strongly agree and includes items 51 through
55.This attitudinal score is not a rigorously developed instrument
like PartsIand II.It was arrived at simply by creating a direct
statement of each objective.
PartIV measuresbehavioralintentionsusingafive-point
continuum from definitely no to definitely yes and includes items
56-61.The format and development are similar to those for Part
III. Statementswerewrittendirectlyfromthebehavioral
intentions objectives with one item for each objective.
This 61 item Drinking and Driving Inventory Test Battery is
administered as a pretest during the first session of the Level I
diversion classes in Oregon.The same test battery is given as a48
posttest at the conclusion of the instruction.Thirty minutes is
allowed for clients to complete the test.The item format is such
that the testis largely self-explanatory.(Appendix A)Instruc-
tors are given specific directions for administrationand scoring of
the test.
A questionnaire wasdevelopedby this researcher to gather
information from the 71 instructional Diversion Programs throughout
the state.The questionnaire consisted of 20 questions designed to
determineindividualprogramcharacteristics. Respondentswere
askedtospecifythetimespanusedtoteachtherequired
curriculum,thenumberofclassestaught,thepercentageof
instructionaltimespentinlecture,groupdiscussion,guest
speakers, films and other techniques.In addition, respondents were
askedto rank various teaching aidsin order of frequency used.
Also,teachers were asked to rank items that caused the greatest
difficulty in their teaching process.(Appendix B)
Data Collection
The Diversion Program for the state of Oregonis administered
through the AlcoholandDrug Section of the MentalHealth Divi-
sion.The Director of the Diversion Program requires eachinstruc-
tor at the 71 instructional sites to collect the pretestand post-
test scores for each clientin the program. These scores were49
tabulated for each part of the test battery, and sent to the Mental
Health Division office in Salem, Oregon, for the completion of this
study. Thescoreswerethentransposedtotapeforcomputer
entry.There were 71 questionnaires mailed out in October, 1982,
and58questionnaireswerereturnedbyJanuary,1983. This
comprisedan 82percentreturn. Theresponsesfromthe
questionnaires were tallied and transposed to a disk for computer
entry. ThedataanalysiswerecompletedattheOregonState
University computer center.
Method of Analysis
TheStudent'st-testandtheAnalysisofCovariancewere
applied in testing the various hypotheses in the study.
The Student's t-test was used for the first null hypothesis to
determine ifa significant difference existed between the pretest
measures and posttest measures.The T is a significance test which
willtestthehypothesisstatementthattwomeansarenot
significantly different.The T test is appropriate when two sets of
scores come from the same source, thus making it the test of choice
for the pretest and posttest scores collected from the same persons
for this study.(Courtney, 1982)
The statisticaltool utilized for the second null hypothesis
was the One-way Analysis of Covariance.Analysis of Covariance is a
statisticaltechnique whichcombines the concepts of analysis of
Ai\50
variance and regression to handle situations where the researcher
cannot completely control all of the variables in a study.It is a
procedure for testing the significance of differences among post-
measure mean scores, accounting for the influence of uncontrolled
factorsinthe experiment.The covariance analysis adjusts for
initial differences in the data, using pre-measure information as a
base.By making these adjustments, sampling error is reduced and
precisionisincreased. Thecriterionofrandomsamplingis
required in the use of the tool.(Courtney, 1982)For the second
nullhypothesistheOne-way AnalysisofCovarianceusing theF
statisticwasappliedtodetermineifsignificantdifferences
existed between the test scores and the eight class time formats
usedtoadministerthetreatment. Thepretestservedasthe
covariate for the analysis.There were four separate parts of the
test which required four separate analyses.The sample for this
measurement was randomly selected by computer program.
The design matrix represents a two by eight arrangement con-
sisting of the cells illustrated below:
Class time Formats
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Pretest
Scores 40 40 11 40 11 40 40 26
Posttest
Scores 40 40 11 40 11 40 40 2651
According to Cohen's sample size table, this randomly selected
sample of 40 individuals per cell provides for a power level of .80
when the effect size is .25.Criteria associated with a power level
of .80 assures the probability of committing a Type I error not more
than 20 percent of the time.(Cohen, 1969)
The significance of the F ratio is determined by using an F
tableandcomparingthecomputedFvalueswithstatistically
calculated tabular F values.The probability level, which is read
from the F tables, acts as a comparison point for making decisions
about rejection or retention of the hypothesis.
If the Analysis of Covariance determines that the means are
significantly different,thenanadditionaltest must be done to
identify the source of the variance.In the treatment of data, the
BonferoniMultipleComparisonsprocedurewasusedfollowinga
significant F ratio in the analysis of the second null hypothesis.
(Neter, Wasserman, 1974)A .0015 level of confidence was set for
this analysis since so many comparisons had to be made.
The One-way Analysisof Covariance wasalso applied to the
thirdnullhypothesistodetermineifsignificantdifferences
existedamongtheknowledgescore(Part Iofthetest),the
behavioralintention score(PartIV of the test),and the eight
class-time formats.The gain between the knowledge pretest score
andtheknowledge posttest score servedasthe covariate. The
sample for this measurement was randomly selected with a total N of52
246. Thedesign matrix representsatwoby eightarrangement
consisting of the same cell arrangement as HO 2.
Class time Formats
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Knowledge
Gain Score 40 40 11 40 11 40 40 26
Attitude
Gain Score 40 40 11 40 11 40 40 26
For the purpose of this study, the .05 level of significance
was used to determine if the differences between sets of means were
due to chance variation or if they represented real differences that
required a rejection of the null hypothesis.
Correlationisa measure of the linear relationships between
two factors or variables.The Pearson r is a statistical technique
which isappropriatefordeterminingthedegreeoflinear
relationshipwhichexistsbetweentwoormoremeasuresusing
interval scale data.Its principal advantage is that it permits the
measurementofanumberofvariablesandtheirrelationships
simultaneously.(Courtney, 1982).
A Spearman rank order (rho)is another correlation tool which
is to be used with ordinal data.This tool is useful in describing53
therelationshipbetweentwosmallsamplesofrankeddata.
(Courtney, 1982)
The Pearson r was chosenas the appropriate tool for use in
studying the interval type data generated by the responses to the
questionnaire. TheSpearmanrho wasselectedasappropriate to
analyze the ranked data provided in the questionnaire.
The .05 level of confidence was utilized for the correlations
in this study.54
IV.PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS
The purpose of this study was to determine if the Oregon DUII
mandated educational program for adults was effective.The goals of
this mandated program were to effect change in three areas:
1.Participantknowledgeaboutalcoholandits
effects on the driving task.
2.Participantattitudesinrelationto driving
and drinking.
3.Participant futurebehavior whichwillposi-
tively affect rate of recidivism.
The curricular procedure for this statewide program includes a
pretestoffactualknowledgeaboutalcoholanditseffectson
driving, two measures of attitudes about drinking and driving, and a
measure of behavioral intentions related to driving and drinking.
This testisadministered againat the end of the instructional
period.The difference in test scores was used as one determinant
of effectiveness.
A secondary purpose of the study was to determine whether the
class-time schedule used to deliver the 12 hours of information had
any effectonthedifferencesin test scores. Currently,eight
different time schedule configurations are being used.It was the
goal of this researcher to discover if any of these time schedules
seemedtoaffectknowledgeandattitudechangedifferentlyas55
measured by the 61 Item Drinking and Driving Test Battery.Another
goalof the study was to discover if class-time schedules had any
affect on the difference in the gain in knowledge scores and the
gain in behavioral intention scores.A fourth purpose of the study
was to determine whether various instructional modes and concerns of
theteachersintheprogram could affectthestudents'gainin
knowledge.
The sample forthis study consisted of965 individuals who
completed the LevelIDiversion Program for drunk driving in the
State of Oregon between November1,1981,and December 31,1982.
All research participants were pretested and posttested using the 61
ItemDrinkingandDrivingInventoryasanachievementmeasure.
Demographics on the population are presented in Chapter III.(Table
1)For purposes of discussion, the term 'group' refers to one of
the eight time span configurations as shown in Table 17, p.80.
Findings Relative to the Hypothesis Under Investigation
HO1:Thereisnosignificantdifferencebetweenthe
pretest and posttest achievement scores for the 965
clients in the Oregon DUII Diversion Program.
A standardized test was administered to these clients. The
testhadfour parts. Part1 wasa measure ofknowledgeabout
alcoholandits effects. PartIIand PartIII were measures of
attitudes about drinking and driving. PartIV wasa measure of56
behaviorialintentionsinregardtofuturedrivinganddrinking
behavior.A Paired T was computed using all 965 scores.Each of the
four-part scores on the 61 Item Drinking and Driving Test Battery
showed a significant difference (P<.001).Table 2 presents the mean
score, the standard error, the T value, and the pvalue for the four
dependent variables.
TABLE 2
Mean Scores, Standard Error, T Values and Levels of
Significance for the Four Dependent Variables
Variable NumberMean ± Std. ErrorT Value P Value
Posttest 1 96522.707 ± v.16
31.80 .000
Pretest 1 96517.674 ± 0.17
Posttest 2 9656.575 t Q.03
15.44 .000'1
Pretest 2 9656.072 ± 0.03
Posttest 3 96522.229 ± 2.11
9.67 .000
Pretest 3 96520.964 ± 0.11
Posttest 4 96526.560 + 2.13
10.92 .000
Pretest 4 96525.282 + 0.13
*Significant at .01 level57
Discussion:The aggregate test population was considered in
this analysis.All four computed T values were greater than the
tabular T value of 1.96, therefore, HO 1 was rejected for all four
parts of the test.
Thepvalueof.000 foreverypartofthetestshowsa
significance greater than the .05 level established for this study.
HO 2: There is no significant difference in the pretest
and posttest scores for subjects participating in
theeightdifferenttime schedule configurations
used to teach the 12 hour curriculum.
For this analysis a random sample of 40 observations was taken
from each time configuration.Three of the eight time schedule
configurations had fewer than 40 clients.Hence the maximum number
available in these three groups was used.Pretest scores were used
asacovariateanddifferenttimeschedulesweretreatedas
independentvariablesinananalysisofcovariance for posttest
scores.Each of the four parts of the test was analyzed separately
for this hypothesis.From the Analysis of Covariance, using an F
test for equality of adjustment group means, test scores onthree of
the fourpartsofthetestdifferedsignificantly by the time
schedule configuration.
The information in Table 3 presents the Analysis of Covariance
for part one of the test.58
TABLE 3
ANCOVA Among the Eight Time Spans
for Part I of the Test Battery.
Source of
Variance D.F.
Mean
Square F-Value P-Value
Covariate
Among Groups
Error
1
239
1996.40
32.64
14.44
138.23
2.26
.0000**
.0304*
**
Significant at .01 level *
Significant at .05 level
Discussion:With respect to the posttest score on Part I, the
measure of knowledge, the computed F was greater than the tabular F
of 2.048, therefore, the null hypothesis can be rejected for part
one of the test.The F value of 138.23 shows that a significant
difference exists between the covariant, the pretest score, and the
posttest score.The significance levelof .000 exceeded the .05
level of confidence established for this study.The F value of 2.26
indicates that a significant difference exists among the eight time
span groups after adjustment for the covariate and thesignificance
levelof .0304 exceeded the .05 levelof significance established
for this study.
The results of the Analysis of Covariance for part two of the
test, the two-point attitude measure are revealed in Table 4.59
TABLE 4
ANCOVA Among The Eight Time Spans for Part II
of the Test Battery
Source of
Variance D.F.
Mean
Square F-Value P-Value
Covariate
Among Groups
Error
1
7
239
38.80
10.69
161.94
57.27
2.25
.0000**
.0308*
* *
* Significant at .01 level
Significant at .05 level
Discussion:Since the computed F was greater than the tabular
F of 2.048 the null hypothesis can be rejected for Part II of the
test.Part II of the test was a measure of attitude toward driving
after drinking alcohol. TheFvalue of57.27 signifies thata
significant difference exists between the pretest and the posttest
scores.The significance level of .000 exceeded the .05 level of
confidenceestablishedforthisstudy. TheFvalueof2.25
demonstrates thatasignificant difference exists among the time
span groups and the significance levelof.0308 exceeded the .05
level of confidence established for this study.
The information in Table 5 depicts the results of the Analysis
ofCovariance fordependentvariablenumber three,anattitude
measure using a five point scale.60
TABLE 5
ANCOVA Among the Eight Time Spans
for Part III of the Test Battery
Source of Sum of Mean
Variance D.F. Square Square F-Value P-Value
Covariate 1 241.29 241.29 22.29 .0000**
Among Groups 7 138.57 19.80 1.829 .0824
Error 239 2586.68 10.82
* *
Significant at .01 level
Discussion:Since the computed F was less than the tabular F
of2.048,thispartofthetestdidnotshowasignificant
difference across the time spans.Therefore the nullhypothesis
must be retained for Part III of the test, which measures attitude
toward drinking and driving.The F value of 22.29 signifies that
thereisasignificantdifferenceinthepretestscore,the
covariate,and the posttest score.However, the F value of 1.829
indicates that there is not a significant difference among the eight
time span groups after they were adjusted for the covariate.The p
value of .0824 was greater than the .05 level of significance set
for this study.
In Table 6, the information for the Analysis of Covariance for
PartIVisshown. Thispartofthe test wasthe measureof
intentions in regard to future drinking and driving behavior.61
TABLE 6
ANCOVA Among the Eight Time Spans for Part IV
of the Test Battery
Source of
Variance D.F.
Sum of
Square
Mean
Square F-Value P-Value
Covariate
Among Groups
Error
1
7
239
696.92
105.17
1734.60
696.92
15.02
7.26
96.02
2.07
.0000**
.0475*
**
Significant at .01 level
Significant at .05 level
Discussion:For this analysis the computed F was greater than
the tabular F of 2.048.Therefore, the null hypothesis for Part IV
of the test can be rejected.Part IV of the test was a measure of
behavioral intention.It is designed to predict future behavior in
regard to driving after drinking alcohol. TheF value of 96.02
reveals that a significant difference exists between the pretestand
the posttest scores.The p value of .0000 indicates a level of
significance which exceeded the.05levelestablished for this
study.The F value of 2.07 signifies that a significantdifference
existsamong the eight time span groups.The p value of.0475
exceeded the .05 level of significance established for thisstudy.
Since significant differences were found to exist amongthe
eightgroupsforPartsI,IIandIVofthetest,a multiple
comparisons test of the means was computed to discover wherethe62
differences existed.The Bonferroni Multiple Comparisons Test was
the test of choice since 28 comparisons were required.When a large
number of comparisons have to be made, there is a greater chance of
Type Ierror. Therefore,inorderto maintaina95percent
confidence coefficient in this analysis, the significance level was
loweredtothe.0015levelforthese comparisons. (Neterand
Wasserman, 1974).Using this conservative significance level, Part
I,PartII,andPartIVofthetestrevealedsignificant
differences.Each part will be discussed separately.
Table 7 presents the posttest scores for Part I with the group
means and standard error for each time span group.The time span
groups are ranked to show the highest to the lowest mean.
TABLE 7
Part I Posttest Scores With Ranked Means and Standard
Error for the Eight Time Spans
Rank Order Time Span Number
Group Mean
+ Std. Error N
1 1 24.15*± 0.60 40
2 8 23.84± 0.75 26
3 6 22.48± 0.60 40
4 5 22.27± 1.15 11
5 2 21.95± 0.60 40
6 7 21.95± 0.60 40
7 4 21.78** 0.60 40
8 3 20.55i 1.15 11
Significant at the .001563
Discussion: The mean of time span one (two hour sessions once a
week for six weeks) was significantly different from the meanof
time span seven (two and one-half hour sessions once a week forfive
weeks) at the .0015 level of confidence chosen for this analysis.
(See Table17,p.80 for description ofalltime span schedule
configurations.)
The informationin Table 8 presents the posttest scores for
Part II with the group means and standard error for each time span
group.The time span groups are ranked to show the highest to the
lowest mean.
TABLE 8
PART II Posttest Scores With Ranked Means and Standard
Error for the Eight Time Spans
Rank Order TimeSpan Number
Group Mean
± Std. Error N
1 7 7.03*± 0.13 40
2 3 6.92± 0.25 11
3 4 6.79+ 0.13 40
4 6 6.70± 0.13 40
5 5 6.64± 0.25 11
6 1 6.62± 0.13 40
7 8 6.53± 0.16 26
8 2 6.23* t 0.13 40
Significant at .0015 level64
Discussion: Thepossible scorerangeforthisdependent
variable was 2.10 to 8.93 with the low end being in favor of driving
afterdrinkingand the high end being opposed to driving after
drinking. Inthisanalysisthedifferenceinthemeanswas
significant withgroup twobeing significantly lower than group
sevenusinga.0015levelofconfidence. Thestatistically
significant means are distinguished with asterisks.
The information in Table 9 shows the posttest scores for Part
III with the group means and standard error ranked for each time
span.
TABLE 9
Part III Posttest Scores With Ranked Means and Standard
Error for the Eight Time Spans
Rank Order Time Span Number
Group Mean
± Std. Error N
1 7 23.15± 0.52 40
2 5 22.90± 0.99 11
3 4 22.87± 0.52 40
4 8 22.46± 0.65 26
5 3 22.45± 0.99 11
6 1 22.10± 0.52 40
7 6 21.80± 0.52 40
8 2 20.70± 0.52 4065
Discussion:Since the F score was not significant for Part III
(SeeTable5),amultiplecomparisonstestwasnotcomputed.
Although there were no significant differences between the meansin
Part III, the ranked means are presented in Table 9 forcomparison
with other part score means shown in Tables 7, 8 and 10.
The information in Table 10 shows the posttest scores forPart
IV with the group meansand standard error ranked for each time
span.
TABLE 10
Part IV Posttest Scores With Ranked Means and Standard
Error for the Eight Time Spans
Rank Order Time Span Number
Group Mean
+ Std. Error N
1 7 28.90*± 0.81 11
2 6 28.12± 0.43 40
3 3 28.10± 0.43 40
4 5 28.00± 0.81 11
5 4 27.70± 0.43 40
6 8 27.69± 0.53 26
7 2 26.85± 0.43 40
8 1 26.10*± 0.43 40
Significant at .05 level66
Discussion: Inthisanalysis the mean score of time span
number seven (two hour sessions once a week for six weeks) differed
significantly higher from the mean score of group one (two and one-
half hour sessions once a week for five weeks).The significant
means are distinguished with asterisks.
HO 3:Thereis no significant difference between the gain in
knowledge scoresand thegaininbehavioralintention
scores for the DUII clients participating in the eight
different time schedule configurations for the12 hour
curriculum.
For this analysis a random sample of 40 observations was taken
from each time format.Three of the eight time schedules had fewer
than 40 clients, hence the maximum number available in these three
groups was used.The gain between the knowledge pretest score and
the knowledge posttest score was used as the covariate and the eight
differenttimescheduleconfigurationsweretreatedasseparate
groups in an Analysis of Covariance for behavioral intention gain
scores.The information from the Analysis of Covariance for this
hypothesis is depicted in Table 11.
TABLE 11
ANCOVA, Between Knowledge Gain and Behavioral Intention
Gain for the Eight Time Spans
Source of
Variance D.F.
Mean
Square F-Value P-Value
Covariate
Among Groups
Error
1
7
239
15.06
18.71
13.75
1.095
1.360
.2964
.222967
Discussion:From the Analysis of Covariance, using an F test
forequality ofadjustedgroup means,therewasnosignificant
difference found at the .05 level of significance.Therefore, H03
was retained.
It was anticipated that there would be a significant difference
between thegaininknowledge scoreand the gainin behavioral
intention score.It was felt that persons who gained new factual
information would apply that information and show a change in their
behavioralintentionaswell. However,theFvalueof1.095
revealed that there was no significant difference between the change
in knowledge score and the changein behavioralintention score.
Moreover, the F value of 1.360 indicated no significant differences
were found to exist among the eight different time spans.
HO 4: There is no significant correlation between the gain in
knowledge scores of DUII clients and selected
instructional variables.
Data for theanalysisof this hypothesis were generated by
responses to the questionnaire which was mailed to the 71 approved
Diversion Programs in Oregon in 1982.The questions selected for
analysis were:
Question # Question
2 How many classes have you taught to date?
3 What has been your average class size?
8 What percentage of your instructional time is spent using
each of the following techniques?
a.Lecture by instructor
b.Group discussion68
c.Guest speaker
d.Films
9 Rank five teaching aids from the list below in order of
frequency used. A(one)1wouldindicateused most
frequently and a (five) 5 would be used least frequently.
Visual aids
Slides, projector
Overhead projector
Films, film projector
Video tape
Audio tape
Filmstrip projector
Record player
Other
None of the above
10 Do you feel changes need to be made in the pretest or its
administration?
Yes No
11 Do you feel changes need to be made in the posttest or
its administration?
Yes No
12 Do you feel changes need to be made in the curriculum?
Yes No
13 Did youattendanorientation session before teaching
these classes?
Yes No
17 Ifyouhadnoorientationdoyou thinkitwouldbe
helpful to have one?
Yes No
19 This question intends to get at the items that cause you
the greatest difficulty asa teacher.Rank order the
least difficult (#1) to the most difficult (#9).
Student resentment
Class size
Class site
Student age differences
Availability of resources
Student cultural differences
Student educational differences
Curriculum
Teaching strategies69
It was the goal of this researcher to determine which responses
to these questions might correlate witha gainin the knowledge
score fromPart Iof the test.The discovery ofany positive
correlations would provide usefulinformation regarding individual
program characteristics that appear helpful for increasing knowledge
gain.
The Pearson r was computed for responses to Questions 2 and 3
since these were interval data responses.Table 12 summarizes the
correlations between the responses to the two questions and the gain
in knowledge.
TABLE 12
Correlation Coefficients and Levels of Significance for Congruence
in Responses to Questions 2 and 3 and Gain in Knowledge
Correlation
Coefficient
Level of
Significance
No. of Classes
Average Class Size
-.348 .079
-.3205 .105
Discussion: Neither of the correlations were statistically
significant at the.05 level of confidence.Therefore, for these
two responses, the null hypothesis was retained.
Since the responses to question 9 were given in rankings, the
Spearman rho was utilized to compute the correlations between the
responses and the gain in knowledge scores.Table 13 presents the
resultsofthevariouscorrelations for question9andgainin
knowledge.Item
TABLE 13
Correlation Coefficients and Levels of Significance for
Congruence in Responses to Question 9 and Gain in Knowledge
Correlation
Coefficient
Level of
Significance
70
Visual Aids .322 .090
Slides -.293 .112
Overhead Projector .093 .352
Films -.088 .360
Video Tape -.288 .116
Audio Tape -.289 .115
Filmstrip Projector No Response
Record Player No Response
None of the Above No Response
Discussion: NoneofthecorrelationsforQuestion9 were
statistically significant at the .05 level of confidence, therefore
the HO 4 was retained for this question.
It was felt that teaching aids are important expedients for
instructorsandtheiruseshouldcorrelatewiththegainin
knowledge. Althoughsome correlation was discovered with visual
aids and gain in knowledge, the correlation was not statistically
significant.
The responses to questions 10, 11, 12, 13 and 17 were analyzed
using the Spearman rho correlation coefficient.The results of that
analysis for questions 10 through 17 are presented in Table 14.71
TABLE 14
Correlation Coefficients and Levels of Significance for
Congruence in Responses to Questions 10, 11, 12, 13, and 17
and Gain in Knowledge
Question
Number
GAIN IN KNOWLEDGE
Correlation
Coefficient
Level of
Significance
10Pretest change -.3824 .054
11Posttest change -.4308 .055
12Curricular change .2050 .215
13Orientation attended -.1726 .247
17Orientation helpful .0977 .376
Discussion: Respondentswereaskedtoindicateifthey
believed changes were neededin the pretest, posttest orin the
curriculum. Itwasanticipatedthatifinstructorsindicated
dissatisfactionwiththetestsand/orthecurriculumthatsuch
dissatisfaction would affect their performance and decrease the gain
in knowledge achieved by their students.However, no statistically
significant positive or negative correlations were found to exist
between their responses and their students' gain in knowledge.
The negative correlation coefficients on questions 10 and11
show some negative correlation with gain in knowledge.Although the
correlations were not significantat the.05 level,their close
approximation to a .05 level reveals a trend of dissatisfaction with72
the pretest and posttest.The responses on questions 12, 13, and 17
werestatisticallyindistinguishable. Sincetherewereno
significant correlationsatthe.05 level,HO 4is retained for
questions 10, 11, 12, 13 and 17.
Table 15 presents the average ranking of each of the nine items
in Question 19.Teachers were asked to rank order these items from
the least difficult (#1) to the most difficult (#9).
TABLE 15
Instructors' Ranking of Items Causing Greatest Difficulty
Item Average Rank
Educational Differences 5.55
Student Resentment 5.48
Availability of Resources 4.65
Cultural Differences 4.39
Age Differences 4.32
Class Size 3.89
Teaching Strategies 3.80
Curriculum 3.64
Class Site 3.39
Discussion:It was expected that Student Resentment would be
rankedby teachersasoneofthe mostdifficultitemsinthis73
program since students were not attending voluntarily.Table 15
showsthatStudentResentmentwasrankedasthesecondmost
difficult item while Educational Differences was ranked as the most
difficult.Even though Student Resentment was ranked as the second
mostdifficultitem,itdidnotcorrelatesignificantlywith
students' gains in scores.(Table 16)Therefore, although teachers
identified student resentment as an item causing them difficulty in
theirclasses,evidently theresentmentdidnotinterfere with
students' achievement.
InTable16,theresultsoftheSpearmanrhocorrelation
technique for question 19 are presented in ranked order by the level
of significance.
TABLE 16
Correlation Coefficients and Levels of Significance for Congruence
in Responses to Question 19 and Gain in Knowledge
Question
Number
GAIN IN KNOWLEDGE
Correlation
Coefficient
Level of
Significance
19Greatest difficulty
Cultural Diff. -.5922 .013*
Age Differences -.2175 .228
Class site -.1913 .266
Class size .1117 .352
Educational Diff. .0690 .404
Teaching Strategies .0736 .418
Resources .0583 .425
Std. Resentment .0313 .458
Curriculum .0227 .471
Significant at the .05 level74
Discussion:In this analysis one correlation coefficient was
statistically significantatthe.05 levelof significance. The
item of Cultural Differences has a negative correlation coefficient
of -.5922 and a .013 level of significance.In other words teachers
who ranked Cultural Differences as an item of little difficulty, had
students who made gains in their knowledge scores.
In the correlation of the various instructional variables with
gain in knowledge scores, only one item was determined statistically
significant, therefore, HO 4 must be retained for allitems except
Cultural Differences.
Rate of Recidivism
The rate of recidivism was determined by reviewing the records
of re-arrests from the Oregon Department of Motor Vehicles.
During the time of this study from November 1,1981, through
December 31,1982, 2,138 persons enrolled in the Diversion Level I
program.Of this number, 93 percent completed the program.Of the
1,988 clients completing the program, only 24 were re-arrested for
drunk driving,whichisslightly lessthan two percent. These
arreststookplaceduringthefirst12monthsfollowingthe
diversion clients' enrollment into the program (Department of Motor
Vehicles, 1983).
During this same time period 4,504 persons were arrested for
drunkdrivingandchosenottoentertheDiversionLevel I75
program.These first time offenders chose either to plead guilty or
chose to request a trial.Of this number, 214 or 4.8 percent were
re-arrested for drunk driving.
Summary of Findings
Thefirstnullhypothesiswasrejectedindicating that the
treatment was effective across the entire population.A Paired T
testwascomputedusingthepretestandposttest scoresof965
individuals who completed the 12 hours of adult education classes.
All four dependent variables (the four parts of the test) were found
to be significantly different at the .05 level of confidence.
The second null hypothesis was also rejected for three of the
fourdependentvariables. Thestatisticaldata for the second
hypothesiswasassessedusinganAnalysisofCovariance. This
analysis revealed that test scores from Part I, Part II, and Part IV
ofthetestdifferedsignificantly according to time span. No
significantdifferencewasfoundinPartIII,oneofthetwo
measures of attitude.The Bonferroni Test of Multiple Comparisons
was conducted to determine where the differences occurred in Parts
I,II and IV.A .0015 level of confidence was used for these 28
comparisonsforeachdependentvariable. Theresultsofthe
multiple comparisons analysis revealed that the class-time schedule
of two hours (number one) and the schedule of two and one-half hours76
(number five) were more effective in terms of change in knowledge
scores (Part I) and attitude scores (Part II) for students in those
class-time configurations.
Therewasnosignificantdifferencebetweenthegainin
knowledge and gain in behavioral intention scores across the eight
class-timeschedules,therefore,thethirdnullhypothesiswas
retained.
In the analysis of the fourth hypothesis, the determination of
correlationbetweengaininknowledgeandvariousinstructional
variables, one item proved to be statistically significant.Where
theitemofstudents'CulturalDifferences was ranked lowasa
problem by teachers,thestudents'gainsin knowledge increased.
This negative correlation was significant at the .05 level.The
otherinstructionalvariableswerefoundtobestatistically
indistinguishable.The insignificance of the other variables was
unexpected, particularly in regard to audio-visualteaching aids.
Slides,films,videotapeandvisualaidswhich many teachers
identifyasnecessary aidsforeffectiveteachingappeartobe
unimportant.Perhaps teachers use of audio-visual aids facilitates
theteachingprocesswhichisgivenconsiderableemphasisin
educationalsettings. Thisfinding wouldtendtosupportthe
growingconcernofsomeeducationalcriticswhosuggestthat
emphasisbeplacedonthelearning processrather thanon the
teaching process.77
The recidivism rate was considerably lower for those clients
who completed the DUII Diversion program than for those who chose to
be processed through the courts.78
V.SUMMARY, DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
WITH CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Thefinalchapterinthisstudyisdesigned to presentin
sequence:
1) a summary of the research,
2)the findings of the study,
3) the discussion of findings with conclusions,
4)the recommendations for action, and
5) the suggestions for further study.
SUMMARY
An increasing state and national awareness of the contribution
of alcohol consumption to traffic accidents has resulted in numerous
drunk driving countermeasures. The OregonDiversionProgram was
developed inanattempt to alleviate the drunk driving problem in
Oregon. This educationalprogram for adultsis mandated by state
law. The focusofthisstudy wastodetermineifthe Level I
Diversion program was effective in changing knowledge about alcohol
and its effects on driving, changing attitudes related to drinking
and driving and changing behavior which would positively affect rate
of recidivism.79
Restatement of the Problem
The primary purpose of this study was to examine differences in
pretestand posttest scores of LevelIDiversion Program clients.
Secondly, posttest scores for the eight time schedule configurations
used to teach the curriculum were contrasted to determine if time
schedule hadany effectonthechangein knowledge and attitude.
Thirdly,gainsinknowledge scores were contrasted withgainin
behavioral intention scores.Fourthly, the gain in knowledge scores
was correlated with selected instructional variables to determine if
a relationship existed.Finally, the recidivism rate was obtained
for those persons who completed the LevelI Diversion program during
the time of this study.
Instrumentation and Curriculum
The instrument used for this study was the 61 Item Drinking and
Driving Inventory.The test consisted of four parts:Part I- 30
knowledge items, PartII- 20 item attitude measure, Part III- 5
item attitude score, Part IV - 6 item behavioral intentions measure.
Pretest and posttest scores from each part were analyzed using a
Paired T-test on the entire population of 965.For the second and
third analyses a random sample of 40 observations was taken from each
oftheeighttimescheduleconfigurationsusedtoteachthe
curriculum. AnAnalysisofCovariancewascompletedusingthe80
pretest scoresasthe covariate for the second analysis. Since
significantdifferenceswerefound, theBonferroniMultiple
Comparisonstechniquewasconductedtodeterminewherethe
differences were located.An Analysis of Covariance was completed
for the third analysis using the gain in the pretest knowledge score
as the covariate.The fourth analysis utilized the Pearson r and the
Spearman rho coefficient correlations.
The distribution of the population and the arrangement of the
required 12 hours of instruction is given in Table 17.
TABLE 17
Population Distribution in Each Class-Time
Schedule Configuration
Class Time Schedule
Group Number Time Configuration
1 426 Two hour sessions once a week for six weeks
2 175 Three hour sessions once a week for four
weeks
3 11 Three hour sessions twice a week for two
weeks
4 189 Four hour sessions once Friday night, eight
hours the next day
5 11 Two hour sessions once a week for seven
weeks
6 74 Two hour sessions twice a week for three
weeks
7 51 Two and one-half hour sessions once a week
for five weeks
8 26 Two consecutive Saturdays, six hours each
day81
Objectives of the Study
The data for this study were collected and analyzed to address
the following objectives:
1) todeterminewhethermandatedadulteducation as
prescribed by Oregon's House Bill 2010 was effective for
persons arrested for driving while intoxicated.
2)To determine if there was an effect of the time schedule
configuration used to teach the required curriculum on the
differences in pretest and posttest scores.
3)To determine if there was correlation between the gain in
knowledge scores and selected instructional techniques.
4) Todeterminetherecidivismrateforparticipantswho
completedtheLevel Iprogram during the yearofthe
study.
Hypotheses of the Study
Thefollowinghypotheseswereproposedinanattemptto
determine the effectiveness of the Level I Diversion Program:
HO 1: Thereisnosignificant difference between the
pretest and posttest achievement scores for the
965 clients in the Oregon DUII Diverson Program.
HO 2: Thereisnosignificant difference between the
pretest scoresand the posttest scores for the
clientsparticipatingintheeightdifferent
classtimescheduleconfigurationsforthe
required 12 hour curriculum.82
HO 3: Thereisnosignificant difference between the
gain inknowledgescoresandthegainin
behavioral intention scores for the DUII clients
participating intheeightdifferenttime
schedule configurations.
HO 4:There is no significant relationship between the
gaininknowledgescoresofDUIIclientsand
selected instructional variables.
Treatment of the Data
The data for thisstudy were processed by the Oregon State
UniversityComputerCenter. APairedT-testandAnalysisof
Covariance (ANCOVA) were applied in testing HO 1,HO 2 and HO 3.
Correlation coefficients were applied to the data for HO 4.A .05
level of significance was used throughout the analyses.
Findings
Findings one through three were founded on the results of the
PairedT-testandANCOVAtabulationscalculatedatthe.05
confidence level:
1. There was a significant difference in the pretest and
posttest scores for all four dependent variables across
the entire population.
2. Therewasasignificantdifferenceintheadjusted
means among the eight time span groups for Part I, Part
IIand Part IV of the test battery, but not for Part
III.83
3. There wasno significant difference in theadjusted
means among the eight time schedules for thecontrasted
gains in knowledge and attitude scores.
4. Correlation coefficients were applied to the
questionnaire data anda.05 levelof confidence was
usedthroughouttheanalysis. Therewasone
instructionalvariablefromthequestionnairethat
correlatedsignificantlywithgain inknowledge
scores. CulturalDifferencescorrelatednegatively
with students' gains in knowledge.
5. The fifth finding of this study was founded on data
gathered by the Oregon Department of Motor Vehicles.
There was a lower recidivism rate for the clients who
completed the LevelI DUI1 program than for the persons
who chose to be processed through the court system.
DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS WITH CONCLUSIONS
Thefollowingdiscussion ispresentedaccordingtothe
objectives as originally outlined in the research:
OBJECTIVE 1.To determine whether mandated adult education as
prescribed by Oregon's House Bill2010 was effective
for persons arrested for driving while intoxicated.
Based on the statisticalanalysis applied to the data, there
was a significant difference in the pretest and posttest scoresof84
all four parts of the 61 Item Drinking and Driving Inventory for the
clients who completed the DUII program as outlined in House Bill
2010.Since educators use gains in test scores to measure changes
inknowledge,theseresultsindicatethatthetreatmentwas
effective. Theseresultsareofparticularinteresttoadult
educators who are involvedin examining the concept of mandatory
continuingeducation. Theideathatadultscandemonstrate
significant growth in a mandated educational setting is antithetical
to those adult educators who believe that adults function well only
in voluntary learning settings. Ifa gain in test scoresisan
acceptable measure of learning then the Diversion Programisan
effective mandated educational program.
OBJECTIVE 2.To determine if there was an effect of the class
time schedule configuration used to teach the required
curriculum on the differences in pretest and posttest
scores.
The results of the Analysis of Covariance revealed that three
ofthefourpartscoresdifferedsignificantlybyclass-time
schedule.Part III did not differ significantly, therefore, time
schedule had no effect on that five item attitude score.
The Bonferroni Multiple Comparisons Test revealed that in Part
Iand Part IV, time schedule one (two hour sessions once a week for
6 weeks) differed significantly from time schedule seven (two and
one-half hours a week for five weeks).In Part II, time schedule
two (three hours once a week for four weeks) was different from time
schedule seven (two and one-half hour sessions once a week for five85
weeks).
An analysis of the mean scores for time schedule one contrasted
with time span seven reveals that the scores for time span one are
significantlyhigherthantimespanseven. Thereforethe
individualsintime spanone(twohoursa week for six weeks)
achieved more gain than the other groups on PartIof the test.
(See Table17p.80 foralltime schedule configurations.) It
appears that this time span was the best one for teaching factual
information.Time span two was the poorest.
The ranked means for all the time spans in Table 7 shows that
time span five(twohour sessions oncea week for seven weeks)
ranked second.Groups one and five both met for two hour sessions
once a week.This finding suggests that the students achieve higher
scores in a two hour, once a week time span than in the longer three
hour sessions or the condensed weekend sessions.
AnanalysisofthemeanscoresforPartII,anattitude
measure, reveals that group two (three hour sessions once a week for
four weeks) was significantly lower than group seven (two and one-
half hour sessions once a week for five weeks).Table 8 reveals
that the mean for group seven also ranked highest on Part II.This
suggests that the time span of the two and one-half hour session
once a week proved to be most desirable for change in attitude.
A review of the mean scores for Part IV reveals that the mean
scoreforgroup one(twohoursoncea week forsix weeks) was86
significantly lower than the mean score for group seven(two and
one-half hour sessions once a week for five weeks).This suggests
that time span seven is best for changing behavioral intentions in
regard to driving after drinking.Since time span seven is the two
and one-half hour sessions once a week, it could be theorized that
the extra half hourgives more time for group involvement which
could facilitate attitude change and behavioral intentions.
The standard error, as shown in Tables 7, 8, 9 and 10, was very
similar for the pretest and posttest scores.This indicates that
there is little within group variation.Even though group one is
different significantly from the others, the within group variation
is the same.Homogeneity within groups denotes that the response of
the clients to the instruction is similar.This strongly supports
theinstructionaltechniquebeingusedandatteststothe
reliabilityoftheinstrument. Thus,thedifferencesdetected
between groupsis more likely due toa differencein time span
rather than some other difference.
Since the pretest scores of people within the groups were so
similar it can be theorized that the clients who attend the LevelI
DiversionProgramhavesimilarknowledgeandattitudeprofiles.
This is confirmed by viewing Table 1, the demographic profile.Most
of the clients were white males with a mean age of 33.
HO 3 was tested for objective two also.Based on the analysis
of differences among time spans for the relationship in gains of87
knowledgescoresandbehavioralintentionscores,there wasno
significantdifference. Inotherwordstheeightclass-time
schedules did not differ in their relationship between the change in
knowledge and change in behavioral intention.
Since a major goal of the Diversion Program is to effect change
inbehavioritwasvaluable tocompare thegaininbehavioral
intentionscoreswiththegaininknowledge scores. Table11
indicates that there was no significant difference between the gain
inknowledgeandthegaininbehavioralintention. Therefore,
according to thisanalysis,persons who learn more facts do not
necessarilychangetheirbehavior-atleasttheirbehavioral
intention.Although a cursory interpretation of this finding would
suggest that an increase in knowledge does not affect behavior, it
must be kept in mind that this analysis was contrasting two test
scores and not examining actual behavior change.The re-arrest rate
for these same individuals who completed this course was lower than
for individuals who did not take the class.Therefore, their actual
behavior was affected by their change in knowledge.
OBJECTIVE3. Todetermineiftherewasasignificant
relationship between the gain in knowledge scores and
selected instructional variables.
Datafromthereturnedquestionnaireswereusedforthis
analysis.Ten questions from the questionnaires were selected for
correlation with thegainin knowledge. (See page68) It was88
anticipated that many of the instructors' responses would be related
significantly to the gain in their students' knowledge. However,
only one item in Question 19 was statistically significant.The
correlation coefficient of Cultural Differences was significant at
the .05 level of significance.
Teachers were asked to rank order nine items that caused them
the most difficulty in teaching their classes. (See Table 15,p.
72.)A rank of1(one) was for least difficult and a rank of 9
(nine)was for most difficult.The teachers who ranked Cultural
Differences as causing the least difficulty had students with high
gain in knowledge scores.Therefore, the correlation for this item
was a negative correlation.
Several things are unknown which may limit any conclusions to
be made.It is not known if the teacher had any minority students
intheclass. Itisnotknown whether or not the teacher was
himself or herself culturally different from the class.What can be
said is that the performance of the students revealed that cultural
differences were not a problem.
OBJECTIVE 4. Todeterminetherecidivismratefor
participantswhocompletedtheLevel IDiversion
Program during the year of the study.
The recidivism rate during the first year for the clients in
this study was less than two percent.This low percentage is strong
evidence to support the effectiveness of the DUII program.A low89
recidivism rate is an important measure of the effectiveness of any
treatment program.Since a major goal of the Diversion Program is
to change drinking and driving behavior, the recidivism rate should
belowtoindicatethatabehaviorchangehasoccurred.
Historically,changeinpersonswhosmokecigarettesordrink
alcohol has been difficult to achieve.(Hunt, Barnett and Branch,
1971).Morever,it was believed that the change in such behavior
must be initiated by the drinker, not by an outside force. The
Diversion Program can be categorized as an 'outside force' since it
is mandated by law.
Although the recidivism rateisrecorded here for only one
year,previousstudies(Hunt,BarnettandBranch,1971)have
reported that the highest incidence of recidivism occurred during
thefirstthreemonthsfollowingtreatment. Basedontheir
findings,it would follow that the highest recidivism rate would
occurwithintheoneyear time framegiven for thisDiversion
Program recidivism statistic.However, due to differences in the
population composition, no valid comparison to the Hunt studies can
be made.Moreover, the Oregon Department of Motor Vehicles has no
method designed to provide demographic information on re-arrests to
theAlcoholandDrugProgramwhoadministerstheDiversion
Program.Without this specific information,a thorough study of
recidivism cannot be made.90
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION
Program Recommendations
The State of Oregon through the Alochol and Drug Program has
shownconsiderableleadershipinorganizingandimplementinga
Diversion Program for persons found driving while intoxicated.The
personnel in the Oregon Alcohol and Drug Program have encouraged an
ongoing evaluation oftheDiversionProgramandhave,infact,
supported this research inan attempt to improve and better focus
their efforts.In view of this, a careful review of the findings of
this study supports the following program recommendations.
1. TheLevel IDiversionProgramiseffectiveasan
educational program in changing knowledge, attitude and
behaviorregardingdrivingafterdrinkingalcohol.
Every aspect of this study supports the continuation of
the existing program.The significant difference in
pretestand posttest scores across the entire sample
attests to the effectiveness of this adult educational
program.
2. Time span one(two hour sessions once a week for six
weeks) and time span seven (two and one-half hours once
aweekforfiveweeks)shouldbeencouragedas
effective class time schedules for presentation of the
curriculum. Thedatarelativeto class-timespans91
clearly support the use of the two hour sessions for
effective change in knowledge and the use of the two
andone-halfhoursessions foreffective changein
attitude.
3. Time span two (three hour sessions twice a week for two
weeks) should be considered for elimination.The data
from this study found this class-time schedule produced
lower gains in clients' scores for factual
information.Although this schedule change may pose a
hardship on some programs, the data from the Analysis
of Covariance supports this recommendation.
4. Time span three (three hour sessions twice a week for
two weeks) should be considered for elimination.This
time span meets for three hour sessions twice a week
for two weeks.The group mean from this time span
ranked lowest in the eight groups.
5. A method should be designed for collecting the test
scores with the other demographic information of the
clients.If test scores were included on the client
information sheet which is sent to the Alcohol and Drug
DepartmentoftheMentalHealthDivision,the test
scorescouldbestudied indetailwithother
demographics. Patternsfromregionsmayemerge
relative to a variety of demographic characteristics.92
Moreover, many of the educational sites throughout the
state needa consistent numbering of their files to
match the client information sheets which are sent to
the Salem office. Ifthe educationalsitesuseda
consistentnumberingsystem,demographicscouldbe
obtainedforeveryclientbywayoftheclient's
monitoring sheet and computer records kept in the Salem
Mental Health Division office.
6. A method for machine grading of the tests should be
found to reduce the chance of error that can now occur
in the manual scoring and the manual transcription of
the scores.
7. A method should be designed for obtaining demographic
informationonre-arrestsfromtheOregonMotor
VehiclesDepartmentinordertodomorecomplete
recidivismstudies. Itwouldbedesirabletodo
individualcasestudiesonthosewhoarearrested.
Perhapssomeindividualswhoarere-arrestedwere
inappropriately evaluatedfortheLevel IProgram.
Since the majority of the Division clients are young
males, it may prove worthwhile to check case histories
for adolescent alcohol problems.93
Recommendations for Adult Educators Including
Those Specializing in Alcohol Education
1. Mandated education foradultscan be effective. In
spiteofthewidelyacceptedclaimbymanyadult
educatorsthatadultlearnersshouldbevoluntary
learners, this study has shown that adults may not have
to volunteer in order for learning to take place.The
adultsinthisstudy showed a significant changein
knowledge and attitudes about alcohol and they did not
voluntarily selectthiseducationalprogram. Since
these classes were mandated by law,it was anticipated
that the instructors would encounter numerous problems
including student resentment.In fact, it was expected
in this study that student resentment would be a major
hindrance to the learning process.However, although
teachers ranked student resentment highasa problem
(see Table15,p.72 for Instructors Rankings) there
wasnosignificantpositiveornegativecorrelation
between the instructor's ranking of student resentment
and their students' gains in knowledge.This finding
isimportant. Theinstructorsperceivedstudent
resentment as a problem but there was no evidence that
thatperceptionaffectedstudentlearning. This
particularfindingiscontrarytothe'pygmalion94
effect'whichhasbeenresearchedincontemporary
elementary classrooms.This study seems to suggest
that teachers' perceptions of their students do not, in
fact, affect learning.This interesting finding may be
a contribution to the differentiation of pedagogy and
andragogy.
2. Adults with alcohol problems do not have to initiate
theirowntreatmentinordertoachievebehavior
change.The commonly held belief by many professionals
inthealcoholtreatmentfieldhasbeenthatonly
personswhovoluntarilyaskedforhelpwiththeir
drinkingproblemcouldbehelped. TheDiversion
ProgramintheStateofOregonisa rehabilitative
countermeasure for those persons who combined drinking
anddriving. Asan'involuntary'treatmentthe
DiversionProgramhasfewerrecidiviststhanthe
'voluntary' court approach.
Recommendations for Further Study
In regard to the recommendations for further study a number of
research approaches could be examined:
1. This study indicates that the curriculum used for the
Oregon Diversion Programis effective when used with
adults who have been arrested for drunk driving.Could95
thiscurriculumbe effective with young personswho
have had alcohol offenses?A longitudinal study using
this curriculum with adolescents arrestedfor "minor-
in-possession"orotheralcoholrelated offensesis
suggested.The researcher could control the studyby
limiting the participants to youth arrested onalcohol
offenses only.Another control could be the number of
offenses with alcohol.The requirements currently used
for LevelI Diversion Program could be applied tothe
young people involved in thestudy.
2. Could thiscurriculum beas effective with an adult
population that was not preselected due to analcohol
offense?Many adults drink and drive but have notbeen
arrested. Thereisagreatneedforthegeneral
populationtoreceivealcoholinformation. A
researcher could draw on a cross section ofadults and
presenttheinformationonalcohol. Itwouldbe
important to determine how a curriculum ofthis nature
would affect the adult students' drinking anddriving
behavior.
3. Inthisera of cost-effectivestudies,it would be
worthwhiletodesignastudyusingaprogrammed
learning presentation of this curriculum.The material
could be videotaped for educationaltelevision.The96
pretestandposttestcouldbeutilizedtomeasure
change in knowledge and attitudes.
4. Using this curriculum with the same population in the
futureisrecommended. Astudydesignedtoadd
correlations of personaland demographic variables to
courseperformance(knowledgeandattitudeposttest
scores)andimprovement(pretest change in knowledge
and attitude scores) would provide an exploration of
possible differential effectiveness of the curriculum.
5. Usingthiscurriculumwiththesamepopulationis
recommended. However,designthestudy toanalyze
demographicsoftheinstructors andcompareto
demographics of clients with their course
performance.Recidivism rates of clients related to
instructors' backgroundswould beimportant to
research.The instructors' educational background and
the instructors' use of alcohol would be two valuable
variables to study with re-arrests of clients.
6. A significant finding in this study was in regard to
the class-time scheduling.The two hour time span for
six weeks proved more effective for learning than the
threehour time spansor weekends. Currently,the
threehourclass-timescheduleisthe mostcommon
class-time used in adult education programs.97
Therefore, this finding isan important consideration
foradult educators who plan educationalexperiences
for adults.It is recommended that a study be designed
contrasting the difference in effectiveness of a two-
hour class schedule anda three-hour class schedule.
Two other considerations must be taken into account: 1)
the type of subject matter, and 2) whether the class
were mandated or voluntary. Perhapsthe three-hour
schedule would be effective for regular classes whereas
for mandated classes it would not.Likewise, the three
hour class-time may prove effective for leisure-time
subjectmatterbutnotforregularcollegesubject
matter.
7. Research designed to study rapport of instructor with
studentsshouldbeundertaken. A measurementof
interactionanalysis would addimportant information
for program planners.A certain teaching style may be
foundtoaffectstudents'learning. Animportant
considerationinthis study wouldbe the class-time
schedule.A teacher who follows the two hour or two
and one-half hour class time schedule over a period of
fiveorsix weekshasalongertimetoestablish
rapport.Although the contact time of12 hoursof
instruction wouldbethesameinthe weekend class98
schedule,the five or six week class schedule would
offer a longer span of time to allow for more rapport
to occur.
8. Long-rangerecidivismstudiesneedtobeconducted.
Thisstudypresentedashorttermcrosssectional
view.A longitudinal view using client demographics
would beimportant. For example,aclient arrested
initiallyatage16 may behavedifferently overa
period of time than a person first arrested at age 30.
In closing it is this researcher's opinion that the state of
Oregon can best serveits citizens by mandating that alldrivers
arrested for driving while intoxicated should complete the LevelI
Diversion Program.The evidence presented in this paper coupled
with the severity of the DUII problem support this opinion.The
data analyzed in this study show that offenders completing this
course have an increase in knowledge about alcohol and its effects
onthedrivingtask,achangeinattitude about drivingafter
drinking, and a change in behavioral intention with regard to future
driving after drinking. Inaddition, the adults completing this
course had a lower rate of recidivism than those offenders whodid
not complete it.The Level Iprogram is effective and should be
supportedasarehabilitativecountermeasurefordrunk drivers.
Just as John Volpe pointed out:
Americans everywhere are fed up with the toll the drunk
driver exacts from us every year. ..it is time to bring
this under control.(Volpe, cited in Johnson, 1982, p.2)99
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APPENDIX A
DRINKING AND DRIVING
Inventory Test Battery
Readeachquestioncarefully. Decidewhich
response is most correct and place a check ()in
theappropriatespace. Someofthequestions
containtermswithwhichyoumaynotbe
familiar.This is understandable as the material
may not yet have been covered in the course.Do
not ask the instructor to define terms or answer
questions relating to specific terms.Just do as
wellas you can with your present understanding.
Answer every question to the best of your ability
and as honestly as possible.
Teacher Note: See the scoring key to obtain the correct answers
to the test questions.
Test questions can be mimeographed for class use
by removing the appropriate pages from the guide
and using them to prepare a thermal master.
The same test is used for both pre and post-course
evaluation.Name INSTRUCTOR CLASS
PART I
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DATE
1. Alcoholisassociated
fatalities annually?
withapproximatelyhowmanytraffic
(a ) 5,000 (a) ()
(b) 8,000 (b) ()
(c ) 25,000 (c) ()
(d) 95,000 (d) ()
(e) 150,000 (e) ()
2. Alcoholisa factor in approximately what percentage of fatal
automobile crashes?
ba
10% (a) (
=1? b 20% (
(c) 30% (c))
(d) 40% (d) ()
(e) 50% (e) ()
3.Twelve ounces of beer,5 ounces of wine and1 1/2 ounces of
whiskey all contain:
(a)different kinds of alcohol (a)
(b)about the same amount of alcohol (b)
(c)different amounts of alcohol (c)
(d)40% alcohol (d)
(e)a and c (e)
4.Which of the following statements is/are true?
(a)12 ounces of beer contain the same amount
of alcohol as 1 1/2 ounces of whiskey (a) ()
(b)5 ounces of wine contain the same amount
of alcohol as 12 ounces of beer (b) ()
(c)1 1/2 ounces of whiskey contain the same
amount of alcohol as 5 ounces of wine
(d)all of the above
(e)none of the above
(c)
(d)
(e)
( )
()
()111
5.Three to five ounces of whiskey on an empty stomach will make
the average person:
(a)think he can do things that he cannot
actually do
(b)believe he is performing better than
he really is
(c)less sure of himself
(d)a and b
(e)all of the above
6. The effects of alcohol are most dangerous for:
(a)unexpected emergencies (a) ( )
(b)driving backwards (b) ()
(c)speeding (c) ( )
(d)driving at night (d) ( )
(e)driving on a crowded road (e) ( )
7.Which of the following functions is likely to be
affected first by alcohol intake?
(a)muscular coordination (a) ( )
(b)judgment (b) ()
(c)breathing (c) ( )
(d)speech (d) ()
(e)balance (e) ()
8. A serious effect of alcohol is to increase a driver's
self-confidence while reducing:
(a)his sensing ability (a) ()
(b)his ability to make accurate judgments (b) ( )
(c)his decision-making ability (c) ()
(d)all of the above (d) ()
(e)none of the above (e) ( )
9. Which of the following may affect the influence of a
given dose?
(a)previous experience with alcohol
(b)emotional state
(c)intelligence
(d)a and b
(e)all of the above
(a) ()
(b) ()
(c) ()
(d) ()
(e) ()10.Which of the following influences the effects of alcohol?
(a)the amount of food in the stomach
(b)the body weight of the individual
(c)the height of the individual
(d)a and b
(e)all of the above
(a) ()
(b) ()
(c) ()
(d) ()
(e) ()
11.Which of the following is least often the reason for
teenage drinking of alcohoTT
(a)to get high (a) ( )
(b)to be sociable (b) ( )
(c)to feel good (c) ()
(d)taste (d) ( )
(e)for "kicks" (e) ( )
12.Teenagers consume alcoholic beverages:
(a)to escape from problems (a)
(b)to be accepted by peers (b)
(c)to have fun (c)
(d)all of the above (d)
(e)none of the above (e)
13.In our society which of the following appear to be
acceptable reasons for teenagers to drink?
(a)family celebration
(b)religious ceremonies
(c)to cope with problems
(d)a and b
(e)all of the above
14.Which of the following is not consistent with
responsible use of alcohol?
(a)not drinking at all
(b)drinking to be sociable
(c)drinking to cope with problems
(d)drinking without trying to
prove something
(e)drinking for pleasure
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
()
( )
()
( )
( )
(a) ()
(b) ()
(c) ()
(d) ()
(e) ()
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15.How do teenagers compare with others in rates of
alcohol-related driving accidents?
(a)less than others, but only for females (a)
(b)less than others (b)
(c)about the same as others (c)
(d)more than others, but only for males (d)
(e)more than others (e)
16.Which of the following statements is/are true of
those who drive after drinking?Teenagers are more
likely than others to:
(a)crash
(b)be killed if they crash
(c)crash with less alcohol
(d)have passengers killed in crashes
(e)all of the above
17.Why is driving after drinking more risky for
teenagers than for adults?
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(a)Alcohol affects the brain differently
for teenagers than for adults (a)
(b)Teenagers usually have not yet learned
to compensate for some of alcohol's
effects (b)
(c)Teenagers are more likely to forget how
much they have had to drink (c)
(d)All of the above (d)
(e)None of the above (e)
18.Why are teenagers more likely than adults to have
difficulty driving safely after drinking?
(a)Driving is a comparatively new skill
for them (a) (
(b)They have had less experience with
alcohol's effects
(c)They often weigh less than adults
(d)All of the above (d)
(e)None of the above (e) (19.Which of the following is/are true concerning use
of alcohol in this country?
(a)The large majority of adults
drink alcohol (a)
(b)Many adults drink in order to be
sociable (b)
(c)Billions of dollars are spent every
year for alcoholic beverages (c)
(d)All of the above (d)
(e)None of the above (e)
()
()
()
( )
()
20.Which of the following is/are true concerning
teenage use of alcohol in this country?
(a)Almost all teenagers have drunk alcohol
by their high school graduation (a)
(b)Most teenagers are given their first
drink by their parents at home (b)
(c)While beer is still the most common
choice, the sale of "pop" wines has
increased 1000% in the last four years (c)
(d)All of the above (d)
(e)None of the above (e)
21.What does "blood alcohol concentration" mean?
(a)percentage of alcohol in a person's
blood stream (a)
(b)ounces of alcohol in a given time period (b)
(c)a level of alcohol in the blood which
causes intoxication (c)
(d)all of the above (d)
(e)none of the above (e)
22.What does "presumptive level of intoxication" mean?
(a)the number of drinks at which a driver
may be presumed to be drunk (a)
(b)failing tests of coordination and
balance which presume intoxication (b)
(c)both of the above (c)
(d)behavior of a driver which a police
officer considers impaired (d)
(e)a blood alcohol concentration at which
a driver may be presumed to be drunk (e)
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23.The Implied Consent Law requires drivers to:
(a)submit to a blood alcohol content test or
lose his license if arrested for driving
under the influence of alcohol (a)
(b)consent in writing not to drink alcohol
before driving in exchange for getting
a license (b)
(c)plead guilty if arrested for driving
under the influence of alcohol (c)
(d)all of the above (d)
(e)none of the above (e)
24.In this state, what blood alcohol concentration
constitutes a presumptive level of intoxication?
(a)0.05 percent
(b)0.08 percent
(c)0.10 percent
(d)0.15 percent
(e)0.20 percent
(b) )a
(
(d)
(c)
(e)
25.Which of the following is of most value in determining
how drunk a driver is?
(a)opinion of the arresting policeman
(b)opinion of witness
(c)speech test
(d)breath analysis
(e)walking a straight line
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
26.Which will "sober you up" if you want to drive?
(a)black coffee
(b)a cold shower
(c)time
(d)vigorous exercise
(e)all of the above
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
27.For each one-ounce drink of whiskey, a 150 pound person
should wait before driving:
(a)15 minutes (a) ()
(b) 30 minutes (b) ()
(c) 1 hour (c) ()
(d) 2 hours (d) ()
(e) 3 hours (e) ()28.The responsible course of action in regard to drinking
and driving is to:
(a)acquire accurate information about the
effects of alcohol
(b)analyze one's attitude and feelings
concerning the matter
(c)develop plans for handling inter-
personal situations where drinking
and driving are or could be involved
(d)all of the above
(e)a and c
(a) ()
(b) ()
(c) ()
(d) ()
(e) ()
29.Which of the following statements is/are true?
(a)Almost all drinking situations become
potential DWI situations unless you
plan ahead
(b)Most persons will be involved in
potential DWI situations unless they
plan ahead
(c)Persons who do not drink need not plan
ahead
(d)a and b
(e)It is not necessary for anyone to
plan ahead
30.Which of the following statements is/are true?
(a)Some persons cannot stop drinking once
they start
(b)Limiting quantity of intake is easier if
decided when sober
(c)Since judgment is impaired after drinking
small amounts of alcohol, plans about
driving should be made ahead of time
(d)All of the above
(e)None of the above
(a) ()
(b) ()
(c) ()
(d) ( )
(e) ()
(a) ()
(b) ()
(c) ()
(d) ()
(e) ()
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31.If you have one or two drinks, you can
drive just as well as you can without
anything to drink.
32.The experienced driver is rarely bothered by
a few drinks.
33.I would not feel safe riding with a driver
who had eight drinks.
34.There is little harm in a drink before driving
35.The law should limit the amount of alcohol
served to a person who drives a car.
36.I would feel safe riding with a driver who had
recovered from alcoholism.
37.Doctors should be required to report alcoholic
drivers to the Motor Vehicle Bureau.
38.No one should drink and then drive.
39.Often the relaxing effect of a drink can
improve driving.
40.Most books on the relationship between alcohol
and driving exaggerate the effects of alcohol.
41.Some people can drink and then drive safely.
42.It's okay to drive after a few drinks, but it's
not okay to drive after many drinks.
43.Some people can handle emergencies better while
driving after a few drinks.
44.A person convicted of driving while intoxicated
should have his license revoked.
45.Tests to determine the alcoholic content of
the body should be required of suspected
drinking drivers.
AGREEDISAGREE
11746.After four drinks, some people drive worse, but
some people can drive just as well as if they
had nothing to drink.
47.Not enough arrests are made for driving while
intoxicated.
48.Arrest for driving under the influence of alcohol
should carry a stiff fine.
49.Most people are more cautious behind the wheel
after drinking.
50.Hosts and hostesses should limit the amount of
alcoholic beverages served to driving guests.
11851.Not driving after
drinking is the most
desirable behavior.
52.Drinking to the level
of impairment and then
driving is dangerous,
unacceptable behavior
53.DWI is a community as
well as an individual
program.
PART III
STRONGLY NOT STRONGLY
DISAGREE DISAGREE SUREAGREE AGREE
54.I am committed to the
seriousness and import-
ance of developing per-
sonal and social counter-
measures for DWI.
55.One should not make fun
of or pressure a person
who chooses not to
drink.
56.I will drive when my
ability has been im-
paired by alcohol.
57.I will ride with drivers
whose ability has been
impaired by alcohol.
58.If it is practical, I
will attempt to prevent
others from driving if
their driving ability
has been impaired by
alcohol.
11959.If it is practical, I
will attempt to prevent
others from riding as
passengers with a driver
whose ability has been
impaired by alcohol.
60.If I use alcoholic bev-
erages I will do so in
a responsible manner.
61.I will support promising
measures (e.g., legisla-
tion, enforcement, educa-
tion, engineering) for
reducing the alcohol-
traffic safety problem.
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Program #
Inan attempt to determine the impact of alcohol education onDUII
diversion clients,theMentalHealth Divisionisconducting this
survey of all LevelI and Level II treatment providers.At the same
time, we are requesting the pre and posttest scores that you have
been collecting since the beginning of the diversion program.The
informationrequestedwillenhanceourabilitytoevaluatethe
program throughout the state.Your participation in this effort is
essential and your cooperation is greatly appreciated.Please take
time to respond to the questionnaire and data sheets and return them
to the Alcohol and Drug Program Office, 2575 Bittern Street, N.E.,
Salem, Oregon 97310, by November 15, 1982.
1. What time span do you use to teach the required curriculum?
Level I
2 sessions for 6 weeks
3 hour sessions for 4 weeks
6 hour day for 2 day weekend
Incorporated throughout the
24 hours
OtherPlease explain
2.How many classes have you taught to date?
Level II
LevelI Level II
3. What has been your average class size?
LevelI Level II
4.Who administers the pretest?
Level I
a.Instructor for the class
b.Colleague
c.Secretary
d.OtherPlease explain
Level IIDUII Diversion Questionnaire
Page 2
5.When is the pretest administered?
LevelI Level II
a.1st hour of 1st class
b.2nd hour of 1st class
c.Intake or orientation
d.OtherPlease explain
6.Who administers the posttest?
LevelI Level II
a.Instructor for the class
b.Colleague
c.Secretary
d.OtherPlease explain
7.When is posttest administered?
LevelI Level II
a.1st hour of last session
b.2nd hour of last session
c.3rd hour of last session
d.OtherPlease explain
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8.What % of your instructional time is spent using each of the
following techniques?
LevelI Level II
a.Lecture by instructor
b.Group discussion
c.Guest speaker
d.Films
e.OtherPlease explain124
DUII Diversion Questionnaire
Page 3
9.Rankfiveteachingaidsfromthelistbelowinorderof
frequency used.
(A one(1) would indicate used most frequently and a five (5)
would be used least frequently.Use a zero (0) if you never use
the aid.)
Visual aids (i.e.,charts,posters,graphs,pictures,diagrams)
Slides, projector
Overhead projector
Films, film projector
Video tape
Audio tape
Filmstrip projector
Record player
OtherPlease explain
None of the above
10.Do youfeelchangesneed tobe madein the pretest orits
administration?
Yes No
If yes, please list suggestions:
1.
2.
3.
11.Do you feelchangesneedtobe madein the posttest orits
administration?
Yes No
If yes, please list suggestions:
1.
2.
3.
12.Do you feel that changes need to be made in the curriculum?
Yes No
If yes, please list suggestions:
1.
2.
3.125
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13.Did youattendanorientationsessionbefore teaching these
classes?
Yes No.If no, skip to question #17.
14.If yes, who conducted the orientation?
15.How long was it? hours
16.a. Ifyouansweredyesonquestion13,didthe orientation
include at least some information on the following?Place a
check by the areas that were included.
Required curriculum:
Physical affects of alcohol
Alcoholism is a disease
History, use and definition of alcohol
Alcohol as a drug
Other drugs
Psychological and sociological consequence of
drug abuse
Blood alcohol concentration and driving performance
Court penalties
DMV laws and penalties
Alternatives to drinking and driving
b. Ifyouansweredyesonquestion13,didthe orientation
include any information on the following?Place a check by
the areas that were included.
Teaching techniques
Explanation of the diversion program requirements
for all clients
Administration of pre-test and post-test
Characteristics of adult learners
OtherPlease explain
(use back if necessary)
17.If you had no orientation, do you think it would be helpful to
have one for DUII instructors? Yes No
If yes, list topics that you feel ought to be included.
1.
2.
3.126
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18.Are there any areas you have indicated above that you would like
to have some immediate assistance with? Yes No
If yes, please list areas.
1.
2.
3.
19.Thisquestionintendstogetattheitemsthatcausethe
greatest difficulty for you as a teacher.Rank order the least
difficult(#1)tothemostdifficult(#9). Additemsand
numbers if you feel others need to be added.
Student resentment Student cultural
Class size differences
Class site Student educational
Student age differences differences
Availability of resources Curriculum
Teaching Strategies
20.Pleasedescribebelowanyuniquecharacteristicsofyour
particular student groups.(For example, reading difficulties,
non-fluencyinEnglish,hearingproblemsorotherphysical
limitations.)127
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21.Please submit the raw scores for all students towhom you have
administered the pre and posttest.The information may be sent
to the MHD on the attached form orinanalternative format
which reflects individual scores, i.e., a pre and post scorefor
each person.Please list the LevelI clients separate from the
LevelIIclients. If both scores were not collected onan
individual, please supply that information as well.If you have
any questions about the questionnaire orreporting the scores,
please direct them to Judy Conkey, 838-1220, Ext.408, or the A
& D program office, 378-2163.
CJB:bl
9-29-82
Attachment